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million pounds of sand in less than 24 hours. Left, with a breakeven price below 

$40/bbl in its core counties, the Permian Basin still has considerable potential. 
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Horizontal appraisal in Barents Sea produces 5 Mboe/d
OMV completed drilling and testing of the fi rst horizontal appraisal well 

in the Barents Sea, #1 Wisting Central II, in Wisting Field.

Petrobras hits large oil column in Libra Block BM-S-11 
Petrobras announced results from a Santos Basin presalt exploration/
appraisal well in the Libra Block BM-S-11. The #3-BRSA-1322-RJS (3-RJS-
741) is in the northwestern part of the block. It penetrated the largest 
oil column yet encountered in Libra, 301 m (987.5 ft).

Bone Spring discovery fl ows 1.826 Mbbl/d of oil
A horizontal Bone Spring well in Lea County, N.M., initially produced 
1.826 Mbbl/d of oil, 95,286 cu. m (3.365 MMcf/d) of gas and 2.983 
Mbbl/d of water. BTA Oil Producers LLC’s #3H Starcaster 18 Federal 
Com is producing from acid- and fracture-treated perforations at 3,252 
m to 4,552 m (10,670 ft to 14,936 ft). 

IEA outlook: oil market 

balances in 2H 2016 

By Velda Addison, Senior Editor, 

Digital News Group

The International Energy Agency 

(IEA) estimates production from 

non-OPEC countries will fall by 

900,000 bbl/d in 2016. U.S. shale 

output also is expected to tumble by 500,000 bbl/d. However, the 

IEA expects non-OPEC supply growth will return in 2017, rising by a 

“modest” 200,000 bbl/d. 

Global gas demand growth 

expected to slow

By Joseph Markman, Hart Energy

IEA report cites challenges from 

oversupply, cheaper coal and 

renewables to prospects for expanding 

global natural gas markets. 

Efforts to capture acreage sustain some 
Bakken drilling programs

By Hart Energy Market Intelligence Series

Well stimulation pricing in the Bakken Shale is 

shrinking, with price per stage dropping 10% over 

the last 90 days. Meanwhile, the market appears 

to be approaching a balance.
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Countries’ societies, economies 
are new frontiers for E&Ps
By Erin Pedigo, Hart Energy

Panelists’ discussion of new 

frontiers in the upstream reveals 

that a major project must 

“impact the environment it 

exists in.” 
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Finding your voice  
Everybody appreciates it when industry leaders 

speak up in down times.

S
traight talking was something I urged industry leaders to do a year ago in this 

magazine. “Speak up!” I said. “Tell us what you really think, and don’t play it safe.”

Refreshingly, this year there have been a number of VIPs wanting to get 

things off their chests. We might not agree with all they say, but who cares? At 

least they now appear to feel suffciently unshackled to give honest views with-

out fear of censorship. This brutal downturn has fnally loosened tongues.

The European Association of Geoscientists and Engineers annual meeting, 

held this year in Vienna, Austria, saw some of the world’s leading exploration-

ists speak up. 

Eni’s CEO Luca Bertelli said deep water would be the main source of future 

large discoveries, but he didn’t duck the elephant in the room—we’re not 

fnding enough oil and gas. He bluntly described the E&P sector as having 

been “in crisis” well before the price fell. “If we look back at this cycle, we had 

the lowest number of discoveries in 50 years. Last year we discovered even less 

because global exploration was cut by 30% on average.” With a lack of big 

fnds over the past three years, he said, it was clear that “there was already a cri-

sis in exploration. And then the price slump came.”

He also told delegates not to expect high oil prices to return, describing the 

price levels of recent years as “an anomaly” and hammering home the fact that 

despite prices having plunged about 50%, average E&P costs have fallen by 

only 25%. It needs to fall plenty more, he said.

Ceri Powell, Shell’s executive vice president of global exploration, agreed on 

the importance of deep water, stressing that with it producing only 7% of the 

world’s oil, it was still an immature play with 270 Bbbl of estimated recoverable 

reserves. But she also acknowledged today’s stark reality—globally there will be 

“74% less wells drilled in 2016 compared to 2014” onshore and offshore.

Tim Dodson, Statoil’s executive vice president exploration, added, “Most of 

us are starting to struggle with our resource base. Not our actual numbers but 

what makes them up. It’s an area of some concern. They are at the wrong end 

of the cost curve. There’s an absolute need for the likes of us all to explore, 

but the fundamental challenge is of delivering suffcient volumes.”

He didn’t leave it there, saying that anyone who thought oil companies 

could replace their signifcant production levels by exploration alone “was 

living in dreamland.”  

All of the speakers gave governments some stick as well, with more exploration 

incentives required. Dodson commented, “There are big reserves out there 

that will not be developed because there’s not enough cake left for us.”

To hear such VIPs speak openly and specify—no, demand—

the required actions is a true tonic for the ears. Keep it up!

http://EPmag.com
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Collin Miller, Capgemini Consulting, and  

David Young, Talara Capital Management

F
or the oil and gas industry, reducing cost and improv-
ing effciency have become critical focus areas for 

organizations centered on both conventional and uncon-
ventional well development programs. As the industry 
moves into second-half 2016, commodity prices con-
tinue to stay at levels that make it uneconomic for most 
upstream operators and their corresponding projects 
due to a variety of macro factors and internal realities 
such as planning and execution assumptions and mod-
els. The result is companies and assets in deep distress 
even after quick fxes such as headcount reduction and 
reworked vendor pricing. Pressure might be alleviated in 
the extreme short term, but the pattern of allowing ris-
ing prices to mask ineffciencies and waste in asset devel-
opment programs will continue. 

Don’t blame it on low oil prices
Let’s look beyond the reality for a moment that a large 
percentage of the U.S. oil and gas E&P industry is suffering 

an untenable moment of balance sheet distress and instead 
ask ourselves the following question: Are we surprised? 
Since 1986 the monthly crude price volatility (as measured 
by the monthly standard deviation) has been about 8.7%, 
with crude prices ranging from as low as $11.40/bbl to 
as high as about $133.80, according to the Energy Infor-
mation Administration’s monthly closing prices for West 
Texas Intermediate. Over this same period the industry has 
observed a continued ramp-up with respect to the amount 
of debt fnancing used to fund development programs. 
It also is worth highlighting that crude prices increased 
nearly 2.5 times over a similar period during which debt 
capital became abundantly available, all while the under-
writing parameters became markedly less stringent. In 
either case, the confuence of an industry with tremendous 
inherent operational leverage and high volatility with 
respect to revenues (given commodity price volatility) at  
all times portended negatively to sustainable fnancial 
health. The enveloping distress is more of an arrival of 
something we should have all been expecting as opposed 
to a surprise visitor. 

High levels of interim crude prices masked long-term 
debt capacity levels, while corre-
sponding peak-level single well 
economics obscured operational 
ineffciencies that appear to have 
been rampant throughout the 
industry. When single well rates 
of return are 60%, 70% or high-
er, management teams are rarely 
held accountable for potential 
ineffciencies that are preventing 
these returns from being 10%, 
20% or 30% better. In the pres-
ent environment, when even the 
best companies are having to 
high-grade production to keep 
well economics positive, preserve 
production levels and maintain 
borrowing capacity on bank 
lines, the impact of legacy  
organization ineffciencies 
becomes pronounced. 

From distressed operator  
to sustainable competitor  
Financial and operational considerations help companies move from prey to predator.

Agile companies are more able to take advantage of downturns and prepare for the next 

upcycle. (Source: QuiJu Song, Shutterstock.com)

http://EPmag.com
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Becoming competitive
Organizations that fnd themselves faced with diffcult 

decisions due to high debt loads and uneconomic opera-

tions have options in moving back to being competitive. 

There is likely universal agreement in the idea that a 

disorderly restructuring leads to greater economic leak-

age than an organized restructuring, in or out of court. 

Notwithstanding the merits of this “axiom,” the ability 

to address issues relating to operational disarray and 

fnancial duress is predicated on frst acknowledging the 

existence of the underlying problem. In some cases, mid-

dle-sized and larger public companies have been able to 

issue equity to ensure their liquidity. The highly dilutive 

nature of these issuances keeps many companies from 

creating liquidity in this fashion; however, highly dilutive 

is a far better alternative to equity as a call option, which 

is what happens when that new-issue window closes and 

debt overwhelms enterprise value. To the extent a com-

pany can’t fnd a liquidity solution to bridge its capital 

structure, elements of an active fnancial restructuring 

process should be activated long before formal relief is 

required through the Bankruptcy Code. 

A survey of the activities of a number of highly levered 

companies indicates that many such companies through-

out the industry are beginning to collaborate with 

fnancial restructuring frms to address everything from 

strategy in an impending bankruptcy to strategic alter-

natives to bolster liquidity and balance sheet strength to 

prevent a bankruptcy. Often times, well in advance of a 

bankruptcy fling, these restructuring advisers will work 

with the companies to coordinate a dialogue with key 

creditors to facilitate a more orderly restructuring; these 

actions can in certain circumstances altogether preempt 

the need for a bankruptcy fling and facilitate a consen-

sual out-of-court debt restructuring. Creditors, includ-

ing trade vendors, are inclined to participate in these 

advanced dialogues since an out-of-court process can be 

a more expedient way to de-leverage the enterprise and 

simultaneously maximize the risk-adjusted recovery to 

the creditor. 

Operations
Another key area that organizations should be focused 

on has to do with the ways in which the assets themselves 

are developed. Companies that are looking to shed “non-

core” or uneconomic acreage or beneft from distressed 

assets at bargain prices need to also be thinking about 

the processes involved in the planning, designing and 

executing of the acreage to maximize potential. This 

involves project engineering to the acreage specifcs—a 

combination of technology, people and process.

The data piece in reworking project design and 

execution can’t be overemphasized here. The abil-

ity to gather large amounts of external offset well 

information is available to operators in most basins. 

Key for successful organizations that want to change 

prior models for developing acreage to truly capture 

effciency lies in turning that information into an 

externally referenced basis for subsequent design 

and planning. This type of analysis should include all 

operators in given basins, regardless of size. If super-

majors (or large independents) are going to compete 

in onshore basins, they must acknowledge and look to 

the ways in which “lean” operators plan and execute. 

Doing so moves the mindset from measuring internal-

ly to pushing to achieve what is possible by engineer-

ing and executing to externally referenced cost and 

production targets.

Acknowledging basin realities through offset exe-

cution is one part of the puzzle in moving out of a 

distressed state. Organizations also will face a capa-

bility and talent gap as they move into the inevitable 

“ramp-up” phase when supplies decline and prices 

begin a steady rebound. The quick move to slash 

headcount, while appropriate in many cases, also 

should be measured against full-cycle exposure the 

company might have as it works to bring projects 

online. Oil and gas companies should be thinking 

about a combination of people, processes and tech-

nology to truly innovate ways to enhance design and 

execution. Technology (IT or equipment) will not 

realize its maximum potential unless its deployment 

is underpinned by the right resources and talent stra-

tegically focused and organized around effcient pro-

cesses. These must all be positioned squarely around 

maximizing capital investment, enhancing sharehold-

er returns and propelling the organization to the 

competitive basin position.

The oil and gas industry has an opportunity to begin 

breaking out of the historical cycles of extreme ramp-

ups when times are good to jettisoning people, delaying 

(or canceling) projects or even bankruptcy during the 

downcycles. Doing so, however, will require a combina-

tion of managing the debt cycles and driving operational 

effciencies for capital projects. Those companies that 

are able to quickly navigate from a distressed operator 

with an unmanageable debt burden to a less levered but 

agile operator, shifting quickly from prey to predator, 

will swiftly expand their operations, acreage and devel-

opment programs to exploit a historic trough in the 

industry and maintain sustainably competitive opera-

tions post-2016.  
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Velda Addison, Senior Editor, Digital News Group

E
gypt’s energy sector has come a long way in fi ve years, 
resetting itself from unstable to energized with the 

gigantic Zohr discovery and Apache Corp.’s success in the 
Ptah and Berenice fi elds attracting attention to the coun-
try’s onshore and offshore hydrocarbon resource potential.

“We are aware of the challenges, but we have a ground 
for success,” Egypt’s petroleum minister Tarek El-Molla 
told a crowd gathered May 3 at the Offshore Technology 
Conference (OTC) after explaining how the country’s 
energy sector is reenergized. “Egypt has a huge explora-
tion potential; large undeveloped reserves; and new strat-
egies to overcome current challenges, boost upstream 
activities and secure sustainable energy supply.”

Having more fl exible upstream agreements, a willing-
ness to negotiate gas prices and fewer international oil 
companies arrears—which have fallen from $6.3 billion 
to about $3 billion within 2½ years—is helping to move 
the sector forward and encourage oil and gas explora-
tion, according to El-Molla.

His words came as the industry continues to cope 
with one of the worst downturns in recent history. Prof-
its have been crushed, and companies have, in turn, 
slashed exploration budgets as they seek out more effi -
cient ways of doing business.

Hopes are momentum generated in Egypt in recent 
years will keep the country on companies’ radars.

Egypt also is expanding and upgrading infrastructure 
as it accelerates development of several oil and gas proj-
ects, looking to add about 169 MMcm/d (6 Bcf/d) in 
the next fi ve years, and investments of more than $35 
billion committed, he said.

The country remains focused on energy security, 
fi nancial sustainability and sector governance.

The Zohr discovery has heightened deepwater excite-
ment. The development, located in the Shorouk Block 
in the Mediterranean Sea, was sanctioned by Egyptian 
authorities in February. Startup is expected by year-end 
2017. After an appraisal well delivered up to 1.2 MMc-
m/d (44 MMcf/d) of gas during a production test ear-
lier this year, Eni said it plans to drill three more wells in 
2016 as part of the program.

‘Bright future’
Undiscovered potential and new opportu-
nities could lie in other areas, including 
in the Herodotus Basin in the western 
Mediterranean, according to El-Molla, who 
announced Egypt is pursuing a new bid 
round for about 28 blocks. Blocks will be 
offered in the Mediterranean, Western Des-
ert, Gulf of Suez, Red Sea and South Egypt.

“Egypt is in a really good place and has a 
bright future,” said John Christmann, CEO 
and president of Apache Corp. “We value the 
fact that Egypt is the largest non-OPEC oil 
producer in Africa and the second largest nat-
ural gas producer. With a population of more 
than 90 million people, Egypt is also the larg-
est oil and natural gas consumer in Africa.”

Egypt’s location as a hub for major ship-
ping routes between the Persian Gulf, 

world
VIEW

Onshore, offshore exploration 
success puts Egypt in spotlight 
Hopes are momentum generated will keep the country on companies’ radars 

despite today’s market conditions.
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Egypt’s petroleum minister Tarek El-Molla addresses a crowd at OTC. (Photo by 

CorporateEventImages.com)
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Europe and Africa gives it a unique advantage in the 
supply chain for not only the energy sector but others, 
he said, later adding he will lead a delegation of com-
panies to Egypt in October to explore commercial and 
investment opportunities. With Egyptian resources mak-
ing up 19% of Apache’s overall reserves and 17% of its 
production, Apache has found success onshore Egypt.

“In a sub $50 world, the international portfolio really, 
really shines through,” Christmann said. “In Egypt, 
we have high-quality stacked pays. We have signifi cant 
exploration potential as we’ve seen with our Ptah/Ber-
enice fi elds. One of the big things here is that the pro-
duction-sharing contract arrangement provides a buffer 
to low-price environments.”

But the big thing for Christmann is the attractive 
returns—even in today’s environment.

That’s perhaps why Egypt’s share of Apache’s $1.4 
billion to $1.8 billion capital program for 2016 is 23%, 
although the amount is down 40% from 2015. Still, it’s 
not as much as the more than 60% reduction North 
American operations will see.

“As a percentage of our dollars today, we are spending 
more internationally than we were in 2014,” Christmann 
said, noting Apache has fi ve rigs running in Egypt now 

compared to four in North America. “We expect to drill 
60 to 70 wells and average about six rigs for the year.”

Production outlook
Apache, the largest acreage holder in the Western Desert, 
has operated in Egypt for more than 20 years and aver-
aged about 352,000 boe/d in 2015. Plus, there is poten-
tial for unconventional resource development, he added.

Ptah and Berenice have produced more than 10 
MMbbl of oil. The production could help reverse declin-
ing oil production in Egypt.

Matthew Loffman of Douglas-Westwood Ltd. said 
Egypt’s oil production is forecast to drop below 600,000 
bbl/d by 2022; however, gas production is set to jump 
from 900,000 boe/d to 1.5 MMboe/d by 2022. The fi rm 
also foresees Egypt’s offshore production growing, with 
Zohr contributing to medium-term growth. 

Within six years Egypt could overtake other countries, 
including Algeria, to become the fourth largest natural 
gas producer in the Middle East and Africa.

The economics of the fi elds still need to be tested, he 
said, but there is massive potential for Zohr and other 
discoveries to have an impact on Egypt’s energy security 
and economy. 

July 2016   |   EPmag.com14

Vibrator trucks cross Egypt’s desert doing work 

for Apache. Egyptian resources make up 19% of 

Apache’s overall reserves and 17% of its production. 

(Source: Apache Corp.)
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INTELLIGENCE

Richard Mason, Chief Technical Director

O
ther than the Biblical tranche of drought-busting 
rain that characterized second-quarter 2016, it’s 

been too quiet for far too long in Eagle Ford Country.
The Eagle Ford and its world-class reservoir rock 

has been beset by the same economic challenges as 
other unconventional markets. Rig count, according 
to Baker Hughes Inc., fell below 30 active units drill-
ing horizontally in second-quarter 2016. About one-
third of rig activity is confned to Karnes County, 
Texas, in the core Eagle Ford. With drilling activity 
down 85% vs. the 2014 peak, the Eagle Ford ranks 
second among the hardest hit domestic markets. 

It leads the market in production declines, with 
oil down about 250,000 bbl/d in June 2016, or 19% 
from peak.

Although commodity 
pricing improved, it still 
had not reached the levels 
necessary to improve activity. 
Hart Energy’s Heard in the 

Field surveys suggest oper-
ators will look at complet-
ing the backlog of drilled 
but uncompleted wells 
(DUCs)—an estimated 800 
to 900 wells—at $50 oil. Indeed, 
the percentage of batch-completed wells moved 
up to 10% in 90 days to 48% of wells in June 2016, 
suggesting operators were tackling the DUC back-
log. But it is going to take oil at $55 or higher 
to stimulate demand for oil services. That price 
threshold increased 10% over the frst six months 
of 2016 among survey participants.

But there are signs the bottom is at hand, which 
is the frst step in recovery. There was news about 
progress in the Austin Chalk as operators such as 
Blackbrush Oil & Gas LP successfully applied uncon-
ventional techniques to a tight carbonate formation 
and then sold its Eagle Ford area assets to longtime 
Austin Chalk player EnerVest Ltd. There was the 
intriguing EOG Resources Inc. announcement about 

applying EOR via natural gas injection in the Eagle 
Ford oil window. EOG claims a 30% to 70% recovery 
uplift on a $1 million investment for wells two to fve 
years old.

For land drillers, rig rates established a foor of 
$15,000 per day for the benchmark 1,500-hp Tier 
I AC-VFD unit, down from $17,500 at year-end 
2015. Workover contractors had been especially 
hard-hit, though pricing was stabilizing at $280 
per hour for a 500 Series C unit, down from $358 
per hour at year-end 2015. Workover contractors 
saw job mix for routine maintenance increase 
from 56% at year-end 2015 to 77% in June 2016 
as operators did only what was necessary to keep 
wells fowing.

Stabilization also settled on the well stimulation 
sector. Like other land markets, the Eagle Ford has 

seen pressure pumping capac-
ity move to regional centers 
elsewhere. In Texas, it meant 
relocating equipment and 
crews to the Permian Basin 
and servicing regional mar-
kets out of a West Texas 
base. The installed base of 
more than 1 million hydrau-
lic horsepower (hhp) that 

characterized the Eagle Ford 
in 2015 shrank to 281,000 hhp 

in June 2016, while area crew count dropped from 
about 35 in late 2015 to 13 in June 2016.

The average price per stage followed suit but 
seems to have bottomed in the low to mid-$30,000 
range, depending on lateral length and proppant 
volume. As in other domestic markets, slick water, 
plug and perf, and bulk commodity sand at 1,500 lb 
to 2,000 lb per lateral foot is now the standard com-
pletion recipe.

Well costs appear to have dropped below $6 mil-
lion, although 30-day IP rates have plateaued in the 
700 boe/d to 800 boe/d range despite operators 
high-grading wells. As foodwaters recede, the 
region, and the oil and gas industry, anticipate sun-
nier days ahead.   

Eagle Ford musings 
Sunnier days may be on the horizon for the  

beleaguered South Texas play. 

n Oil services pricing bottom 
set in Eagle Ford.

n Operators high-grade wells, 
explore EOR and add Austin 
Chalk targets.

n Well costs drop below $6 
million.
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W
hile there has been some light at the end of the 

gloom-and-doom tunnel lately, companies are 

still attempting to reinvent themselves in a down mar-

ket, fi nding ways to spend less and work smarter. At 

BHP Billiton Petroleum, it’s all about transformation, 

according to Hunter Lockhart, an associate geologist.

But Lockhart isn’t just focusing on cost-cutting. 

“The other side of transformation, the way I see it, 

is transforming the way we work,” Lockhart said, 

“becoming more effi cient, doing more with less, cut-

ting down on the time it takes to interpret and deliver 

products that we need to deliver while simultaneously 

enhancing the quality of those products.”

His approach to doing this is to fi nd ways to apply 

software products in unique ways. Two of the softwares 

he uses on a daily basis are PaleoScan, a new interpre-

tation software from French company Eliis, and Geo-

Teric from ffA. Lockhart said that 

PaleoScan is truly a transformational 

software because it automates the 

formerly manual process of picking 

lines in seismic data.

With PaleoScan Lockhart can load 

a seismic volume, input a few initial 

conditions and do simultaneous 

horizon interpretations, achieving a 

fi nished product in days rather than 

weeks. The software also increases the 

precision with which he can interpret.

PaleoScan works by using an 

algorithm that takes into account 

wavelet similarity as well as the rela-

tive distance between node points. 

“When the wavelet has a strong sim-

ilarity and a short distance from one 

node point to another, it matches that up and is able 

to interpret horizons through that,” he said. Once the 

program runs, the interpreter can manually edit the 

time relationships and then extract horizons of inter-

est for further interpretation. It works particularly well 

in areas of diffi cult geology, he said.

The output from PaleoScan becomes the input for 

GeoTeric. “When you pair PaleoScan with GeoTeric, 

the power of PaleoScan increases exponentially, and 

that’s where true value is created,” he said. GeoTeric 

is an imaging software that was originally designed for 

the medical industry, and Lockhart said that it’s also 

great for seismic visualization. One attribute of the 

software involves applying different colors—red, green 

and blue—to different frequencies and then blending 

the colors to generate a derivative seismic volume, 

enhancing the ability to image the 

subsurface. Lockhart showed an 

example offshore Trinidad and 

Tobago where PaleoScan had identi-

fi ed a horizon representing a surface 

from the Cenozoic. “These surfaces 

are important because they can 

really help us better understand the 

geology of our area of interest at the 

time of deposition of key elements,” 

he said. “I image that surface and 

extract three different frequencies 

on that surface in GeoTeric that 

allow me to enhance the image in a 

way that no one has seen before.”

Using these types of high-tech 

products to their fullest extent is 

enabling Lockhart and other BHP 

Billiton explorers to truly utilize the power of explo-

ration technology, he said. And the results speak for 

themselves. One example showed channels imaged 

6,000 m (almost 20,000 ft) beneath the surface. 

“That’s more than 3 miles [4.82 

km],” he said. “And it’s as clear 

as a satellite image of the Nile 

River system.” 

Read more commentary at 

EPmag.com

RHONDA DUEY
Executive Editor 

rduey@hartenergy.com

Transforming exploration 
The use of advanced software products is paying 
dividends for BHP Billiton explorationists.

GeoTeric software allows interpreters to 

extract three different frequencies on a 

surface, enhancing the image. 

(Source: GeoTeric) 
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drilling 
TECHNOLOGIES

A
fter the price of crude oil, the most watched num-
ber in the industry is the Baker Hughes rig count. 

The crude price hit $50.21 on May 26 before settling 
at $49.18. That was the fi rst time since October 2015 
that the price topped $50.

Now the next step is to see if the price will level 
out around $50 and what impact that will have on 
the rig count. 

What will it take to turn the rig count around and 
when is that likely to happen? At the 16th Annual Sim-
mons/Piper Las Vegas Energy Conference in mid-win-
ter, Concho Resources said the Permian Basin 
could add 50 rigs relatively quickly and easily. 

“Beyond 50 rigs, lead times extend. 
In the event oil prices improve suffi -
ciently, the call for increased activity 
in the Bakken and Eagle Ford would 
increase and lead to conditions 
tightening considerably in the 
event the oil price recovery is 
sharp and quick,” according to the 
energy conference industry note 
published March 7.

For the June 3 Baker Hughes rig 
count, the number of rigs working 
in the Permian Basin was up by fi ve 
rigs. The overall U.S. rig count rose 
by four rigs to 408 units. 

Oil prices hit bottom on Feb. 11 at 
$26.21/bbl. On June 6, the market closed at 
$49.74. If oil prices have started back 
up, perhaps the rig count will too.

RBC Capital Markets said June 3 
that the rig count was fl at for the 
fi rst time since August 2015. “While 
we expect choppiness in the near term, we think the 
bottom has effectively been put in, and [we] expect to 
see week-over-week increases beginning in third-quar-
ter 2016,” the company reported.

The 2017 West Texas Intermediate futures strips 
have remained above $50/bbl since May 16. This is the 

threshold commonly cited by E&P companies as the 
level they would like to see maintained for about 90 

days before drilling activity increases, according 
to the Simmons/Piper report. Day rates are 

expected to stabilize with the rig count, 
and the average U.S. land rig count in 

2016 would be 427 units.
There will be challenges for the 

industry in turning the rig count 
around, including increased labor 
costs, higher repair and mainte-
nance costs, higher costs needed for 
more travel because of closed facili-
ties, fi eld-level headcount reductions 
in excess of about 50% and gaining 
access to consumables and replace-

ment parts, the report continued.
The industry is exceedingly grim 

as it “endures the worst slump since 
the 1980s: 1) the industry is hip-deep in 

blood from headcount reductions, 2) cash 
fl ow has evaporated, 3) balance 
sheets are under extreme duress 
and 4) the industry cost of capi-
tal has risen exponentially,” the 
report said.

Looking historically, the rig count has nearly dou-
bled within 18 months of the low point. If the rig 
count and prices hold, my prognosis 
is for the rig count to be at 800 to 
900 rigs by year-end 2017.  Keep 
calm and drill on. 

Read more commentary at 

EPmag.com

SCOTT WEEDEN
Contributing Editor

slweeden@hartenergy.com

Skepticism rules: Rig count 
doesn’t respond to $50 oil
The Permian Basin could recover quickly if the price 
of oil remains around $50. 

The sight of more rigs working would boost 

the U.S. oil industry considerably. 

(Source: zhuda, shutterstock.com)
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completions &
PRODUCTION

P
erhaps the true beauty of a new widget is its adapt-

ability to applications other than the one it was 

initially designed for. It makes perfect sense to maxi-

mize the knowledge gained in creating that widget by 

applying it wherever it may be needed. The oil and gas 

industry excels at this through its adaptation of technol-

ogies developed by other industries for its own use. An 

example that comes to mind is putting rocks in medical 

computerized tomography scanners to unlock the gran-

ular-scale secrets that will determine their capacity to 

hold oil and gas.

Another was presented during a press briefi ng held 

at this year’s Offshore Technology Conference, when 

GE Oil & Gas announced that it will supply UEC-Gas 

Turbines JSC with three compressor trains equipped 

with its innovative high-pressure ratio compression 

(HPRC) units. The units will be used as part of the 

reinjection in the BCS Srednebotuobinskoe oil fi eld in 

East Siberia, Russia, according to 

a press release. 

GE’s HPRC unit is “the smallest 

and lightest compressor yet [and] 

requires fewer units per train, sig-

nifi cantly reducing overall foot-

print by up to 50%. The HPRC 

unit has a shipping weight up to 

30% lighter and lower power con-

sumption with 5% less installed 

power,” the release stated.

Michele Stangarone, president 

and CEO, Europe, GE Oil & 

Gas, noted during the briefi ng 

that it was the transfer of the company’s work in the 

aviation industry that led to the design innovations 

that made HPRC units possible. 

However, technology transfer is not a one-way street. 

In early June GE Oil & Gas announced in a release 

that it will be supplying Italy’s Graziella Green Power 

(GGP) with technologies for next-generation power 

stations using geothermal energy from the Val di 

Cecina area of the Tuscan geothermal district. 

GE’s ORegen technology generates electricity using 

steam from below the ground without any dispersal or 

leakage into the environment. After use, the fl ow of 

steam can be reinjected underground in its entirety 

with zero atmospheric impact. It is a new application 

for this technology, which has previously been used 

for waste heat recovery in hydrocarbon-based plants.

“GE Oil & Gas has always been a leader in the devel-

opment of innovative technological solutions, thinking 

outside the box to drive progress in the energy indus-

try,” said Paolo Ruggeri, European 

manager for the GE Oil & Gas 

turbomachinery solutions busi-

ness, in the release. “This exciting 

partnership with Graziella Green 

Power allows us to apply a tech-

nology initially developed for oil 

and gas in a completely new way 

in the geothermal sector, which 

has great potential for the future.”

The company will supply a com-

plete ORegen system combined 

with a reciprocating compressor 

for reinjecting the gases alongside 

digital solutions built on GE’s Predix technology.

In contrast with existing technologies, the GGP plant 

will allow system optimization, minimizing the visual 

impact of the site and producing an annual energy 

output of 40,000 MWh of renewable clean energy, 

equivalent to the consumption of 

14,000 families, the release said. 

The plant should enter the opera-

tional phase in 2018.

Read more commentary at 

EPmag.com

JENNIFER PRESLEY
Senior Editor, 

Production Technologies

 jpresley@hartenergy.com

Tech transfer highway 
goes both ways 
Italian renewable energy company repurposes oil and 

gas technology to harness the power of steam. 

Artist rendering of the next-generation 

geothermal power station being built by GGP 

in the Val di Cecina region of Italy. 

(Source: GE Oil & Gas)
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offshore
ADVANCES 

N
orway’s sanctioning of the plan for development 

and operation of Oseberg Vestfl anken 2 could 

pave the way for a spate of unmanned platform proj-

ects in the region.

The approval comes at a time when the Norwe-

gian Petroleum Directorate (NPD) is pressing for 

unmanned wellhead platforms to be considered more 

often as an alternative to subsea tiebacks when devel-

opment decisions are being made.

The concept is new in Norway but has been thoroughly 

tested on the Danish and Dutch continental shelves.

Rambøll Oil & Gas recently carried out a study 

for the NPD into the benefi ts and disadvantages of 

unmanned wellhead platforms, which have been 

dubbed “subsea on a stick.”

Rambøll’s conclusion is that they might provide effi -

cient development solutions 

in terms of cost and produc-

tion for shallow-water develop-

ments on the Norwegian shelf.

Various types of unmanned 

wellhead platforms were con-

sidered, from simple facilities 

to more advanced solutions, 

which include process equip-

ment. Access to the facilities 

could be via gangway from ves-

sels, while others would have 

helicopter decks.

The Oseberg Vestfl anken 

2 development itself will 

consist of an unmanned well-

head platform with 10 well 

slots. Two existing subsea wells will be reused, and all 

wells will be remotely controlled from the Oseberg 

Field center. 

Vestfl anken 2 is the fi rst of three planned phases for 

development of the remaining reserves in the Oseberg 

area. The project aims to tap 110 MMboe and extend 

the life of the Oseberg Field, which has been in pro-

duction since 1988.

The wells at Oseberg Vestfl anken 2 will be drilled 

by the new category J rig Askepott, which is currently 

under construction. Maintenance will be performed 

with a support vessel with an adapted gangway drawing 

up alongside the platform.

Statoil worked during the engineering phase to 

cut the breakeven price of the project by about 30% 

thanks to reduced capex and 

by increasing recoverable 

resources in the area. This 

makes the project resilient 

even in a low oil price environ-

ment, Statoil said. 

Torger Rød, Statoil’s senior 

vice president for project 

management said, “Oseberg 

Vestfl anken 2 is a pioneer 

project of great strategic 

importance. The project is 

a pilot that other operators, 

public authorities and the rest 

of Statoil’s project portfolio 

are already learning from.”  

Niels Erik Hald, principal 

engineer in the NPD, added, “The main argument in 

favor of unmanned wellhead platforms as a concept is 

that this could be an effi cient development solution in 

terms of both cost and production. 

In fact, it is just as functional and 

robust as a subsea development, 

and it is also more accessible for 

inspection and maintenance.”

Read more commentary at 

EPmag.com

JOHN SHEEHAN
International Editor 

 jsheehan@hartenergy.com

Norway eyes unmanned 
platform future 
Statoil’s decision to go with an unmanned wellhead platform on Oseberg 

Vestfl anken 2 could open the fl oodgates for similar developments.

The Oseberg Vestfl anken 2 design concept will be 

maintained by a support vessel with an adapted 

gangway. (Source: Statoil)
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SHOT
Refracturing 
extends well life
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Scott Weeden, Contributing Editor

T
he inventory of drilled but uncompleted wells 
(DUCs) has been growing steadily and will likely 

continue to increase through the remainder of the year. 
Any hopes for a quick recovery will need to take these 
ready-to-soar producers into account.

Jessica Pair, manager for upstream at Stratas Advisors, 
told Hart Energy’s Viewpoint Executive Breakfast Series 
April 21 in Houston that there were 8,150 DUCs in 
inventory in frst-quarter 2016. “With the vast inventory of 
DUCs, operators could potentially bring online tremen-
dous amounts of resources,” Pair said. “Operators could 
literally food the markets once again and impact the price 
depression that we have all been monitoring so closely.”

Concurrent with that huge inventory of DUCs, oper-
ators will be testing new completion technologies and 
systems to optimize production, which could add to the 
increase in production and stunt any price rise.

Operators are focusing on increasing their DUC 
inventory in 2016. In the Bakken, for example, 
Continental Resources stated in its earnings release that 
it is expecting to have close to 200 wells in its inventory 
by year-end 2016, she continued.

“The DUC supply that we do have on hand 
allows production output to be very elastic, which 
could in turn suppress overall prices once the 
market has moved past the breakeven threshold 
if the shale industry reacts at the escalated pace 
that we’re anticipating,” Pair explained. “The 
largest factor upon which general market dynam-
ics hinges is determining that trigger point where 
shale operators will begin to deplete their inven-
tories or determine if they are going to be a little 
more conservative.”

The largest growth in the Stratas DUC 
inventory has been within the Appalachian 
region. Outside of that region the majority 
of DUCs are in the oil/liquids producing 
regions such as the Midcontinent, Gulf 
Coast and Permian Basin.

In 2012 a well remained a DUC for an 
average of 60 days. In 2014 the average 

increased to nearly 90 days. During the times of lowest 
oil prices, a single well could average more than 150 
days as a DUC, she continued.

With high decline rates for unconventional wells, oper-
ators have to take a different approach to completions so 
that the wells can produce for more than 25 years to be 
useful wells, said Rob Fulks, director of completion opti-
mization at Weatherford, speaking at the Hart Energy 
breakfast. It was always anticipated that these wells were 
going to need a booster shot.

If the wells had been stimulated every six, seven or eight 
years, “refracturing would be a much larger part of the 
business. It could be 25%, let’s say, of the overall pressure 
pumping business. That never transpired,” he added.

Hans Christian (H.C.) Freitag, vice president of 
integrated technology, Global Products and Services at 
Baker Hughes, said, “Times are still tough now in spite 
of the oil price being at $44 per barrel [on April 21]. 
North America is where all unconventional technology 
is being developed. This is where the world looks for 
new technology. What we have that is unique to the 
U.S. is thousands of operators, which means we have a 
distributed risk.

“If each operator just did a stimulation treatment on one 
of their DUC wells at the cost of $2 million, $3 million or 

DUCs poised to take fight 
A lot more work is needed before the second wave of  

unconventionals takes off across North America.

Outside the Appalachian region’s inventory because of transportation constraints, 

the majority of DUCs has grown within the oil/liquids producing regions such as the 

Midcontinent, Gulf Coast and Permian. (Source: Stratas Advisors)

TOTAL US DUCs
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$4 million, we would learn from 3,000 
treatments. The knowledge gained would 
be dramatic. The U.S. is in a unique situ-
ation when it comes to distributed risk of 
experimentation,” he emphasized. “This 
is where the industry has to rally and have 
a look at what we should be doing.”

What the DUCs represent are a huge 
number of wells awaiting completion. Even 
with the lower oil prices, operators contin-
ue to test new technologies and processes 
for reducing risk at the lowest cost.

Refracturing vs. restimulation
The word refracture is being abused 
because refracture really means the 
operator is pumping another proppant 
stimulation. “Even if you had initially 
used high-conductivity proppant and a 
scale inhibitor, sometimes you’re just 
rejuvenating the conductivity of your 
fractures with xylene, solvent squeezes or acid-for-acid 
soluble problems. There are some acid-fracture plays 
out in the feld that obviously would restimulate with 
acid and solvents vs. pumping a proppant stimulation,” 
said Tim Leshchyshyn, president at FracKnowledge, at 
the Hart Energy industry breakfast on refracturing.

Those methods are restimulation, except that doesn’t 
sound as hard and solid as refracture, he explained. 
“There are other methods that involve treating the 
completion rather than the inside of the well.” 

There is an old inventory of tens of thousands of wells 
that are refracture candidates that were not completed 
with the idea of refracturing. Some operators like BP 
plan to do a refracture within 18 months as it does infll 
drilling. BP plans refractures when it does the initial 
completion, which makes it a lot easier, he explained.

Well optimization
Talking about well optimization means fguring out how 
to complete and fracture these wells—what tools to use, 
how many stages to put in the well, how many clusters 
per stage, how much and what type of proppant, what 
type of fuid, etc., Leshchyshyn told E&P. “Those things 
go into what gets me my maximum proft, net present 
value [NPV] or EUR, depending on our client.”

Well optimization is usually an NPV calculation. “The 
most popular time period is a three-year NPV, which in 
conventional wells was 75% through the lifetime of the 
well. If you haven’t made your money back by then, it’s 
not a good well,” he explained.

For horizontal wells companies will do a proftability 
value for the 15- to 25-year mark of the well, the NPV 
for the life of the well or the EUR, which is a better way 
to go for big oil companies, he continued.

“If you’re raising capital to build a small oil company, 
your investors are looking for that three-year exit point, 
and you’re probably wanting to stick to the three-year 
mark,” he added.

People have shifted their mindset over the last 
five years from tougher conventional wells into 
unconventional wells. “You’ll find that people have 
arrived at a high number of stages, high proppant 
intensity numbers, larger proppant volumes per 
stage and larger fluid volumes. They arrived at 
these numbers at the end of the five-year learning 
cycle,” he emphasized.

Not all companies are willing to take the time to 
learn how to be successful in refracturing. Some 
operators take their first guess on how to refracture 
and give up after a short while. There is a technol-
ogy barrier to exact engineering and prediction for 
many styles of refracturing. 

“I do know one or two operators who call them 
pump-and-prays. Statistically it takes up to fve wells to 
get any new-play wells or refractures on existing wells 
fgured out,” Leshchyshyn said.

“People who are just into the risk of trying it on one 
well and say, ‘Oh, that didn’t work; I’m stopping,’ are 
the operators for which refractures are not working,” 
he added.

Stratas Advisors expects operators to achieve more productive wells and lower 

costs. The markets should stabilize within this comfort zone of oil prices. (Source: 

Stratas Advisors)
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BP pushed ahead with its refracturing. The com-

pany did its fve or six failures, not total failures, and 

improved, understood, improved, understood and 

improved. “There were hundreds of wells that were tried 

before people fgured out the slickwater and multistage 

fracture initial success that started off the unconventional 

industry,” he explained. 

Planning wells for future refracks
FracKnowledge tracks all fractures and refractures 

where people are trying to fgure out if it works. 

“Operators can look at some history to de-risk their 

ideas for refracturing,” Leshchyshyn explained. “You 

always like to see how other people have tried it frst 

and not start from ground zero in a vacuum.”

By tracking public information, the FracKnowledge 

website can show an operator that a particular technol-

ogy or process works, and people can verify the data 

themselves. With the data they can learn how to do 

their frst refracture and how they should calibrate their 

models. “People need to see that it works and how well 

it works. And, no matter how well you plan your refrac-

ture, refractures operationally need to be supervised 

minute by minute as the degree of predictability of feld 

behavior is reduced. This is called satellite tracking,” he 

continued. Or one can be at the actual well site.

Current optimization is important to how to design 

a refracture. “You’re trying to turn your old well into 

your new well. Every well has a different situation 

depending on how badly it was fractured in year one 

compared to what you found out worked best in year 

fve. It doesn’t matter which formation you look at.

“If you track year one to year fve in any formation, the 

number of stages, amount of total proppant, and total 

fuid and production goes up dramatically,” he said. 

“Similar to drilling new wells in the formation, you’re 

accessing new reservoir and new rock so that you get 

new production. Refracture challenges involve zonal 

isolation or diversion technologies,” he continued.

“Some conventional vertical wells have been refrac-

tured as many as six times. Horizontal wells haven’t 

been refractured more than twice yet. Most of industry 

is really copy-and-paste engineering, and they like to 

see other people succeed or fail,” he emphasized.

Developments that are needed
The industry is in an early stage when it comes to 

refracturing horizontal wells. “We have refractured 

vertical wells for the last three decades. We are also at 

an early stage when it comes to diagnosing where we 

want to refracture. The results of many wells have been 

somewhat disappointing when you go with a Hail Mary 

or pump-and-pray approach,” Freitag said. “There are 

more diagnostics that are needed.

“Once you’ve done the diagnostics and identifed 

where you have some hydrocarbons behind the casing 

that haven’t been produced yet, then it would be ideal 

to be able to go in and be truly selective and just stimu-

late one individual zone,” he continued.

“The marriage of science, research and engineering 

through the pressure-pumping schedules that are need-

ed to make this happen is still in its infancy. There’s 

still a lot more work that needs to happen before the 

second wave of the unconventionals goes across North 

America,” he emphasized.

For example, recently Pioneer Resources mentioned 

it was putting clusters every 4.6 m (15 ft) apart, believe 

it or not. When wells were originally completed they 

were perforated every 152 m (500 ft) or farther. “That 

shows how the industry has evolved. It also shows how 

we’re still very much in an experimentation stage.  It’s 

all empirical knowledge so far,” Freitag explained.

“I think we are now at a point where we need to 

rethink our understanding of unconventionals. I think 

there is nothing to stop us from bringing the recovery 

up to 15% or 20% or even higher,” he added.

Baker Hughes has come out recently with a perforating 

gun that shoots a large charge into the high side of the well-

bore and two smaller charges off to the sides, with nothing 

below. It is not the normal type of spiral shot distribution.  

“We’re doing that to focus the fracture a lot more,” 

he continued. “At the end of the day it is geomechan-

ics. We have to do everything we can from an engineer-

ing point of view to focus the fracture growth in the 

desired direction. We have 20 to 25 examples of doing 

high-side tracking with increased success in terms of 

EUR and production rate,” Freitag said.

Fulks pointed out that “there is an emerging class of 

new operators primarily funded by venture capital that 

is looking at this business in a whole different way. They 

want to go in and take over an unconventional feld—

whether it be the Haynesville or the Barnett or whatev-

er—and rejuvenate it on several levels.

“The first thing they want to do is make sure that 

the artificial lift that is in place is absolutely the 

best because that’s a quick return on their dollars. 

The next thing they’re going to do is refracture 

the candidate wells, which will give them another 

quick return on their dollars. Then they’re going 

to rejuvenate that field to a certain extent and flip 

it again. They’re not going to stay with the field 

over its life,” he said.
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M
any new engineering solutions have been motivated 

by the challenge of well integrity in the HP/HT con-

ditions common in offshore felds. The drive to improve 

offshore well integrity is natural and necessary, and the 

innovation spurred by this goal has beneftted the indus-

try as a whole. However, in addition to seeking out new 

solutions, the importance of established, proven tech-

nologies must not be forgotten. Mechanical centralizers 

might not be the frst thing that comes to mind when one 

thinks of high-tech downhole tools, but their importance 

to well integrity should not be underestimated.

Many well integrity issues such as poor zonal isolation 

arise because of improper or ineffective cementing. 

Inadequate displacement, channeling and incomplete 

coverage all can lead to poor zonal isolation. The effec-

tiveness of industry best practices to improve displace-

ment effciency, such as 

optimizing rheology, fow 

rates and pipe movement, 

is limited without proper 

centralization. When cen-

tralizers are selected and 

spaced correctly, standoff 

(Figure 1) between the 

casing string and the par-

ent casing or open hole is 

increased. This enables cement to be placed all around 

the annulus for a cohesive seal. 

Many variables, such as inclination, spacing, restric-

tion, actual hole size and fuids, will affect centralizer 

performance. Offshore wells in particular have additional 

centralization challenges. Heavy casing strings and build, 

drop and turn sections in deviated wells infuence hook 

load, torque and drag, and running forces while getting 

to bottom. Often, well architecture requires centralizers to 

pass through tight restrictions such as wellhead housings. 

In underreammed holes, centralizers will need to pass 

through the previous casing inside diameter and then pro-

vide standoff in the larger openhole section. The biggest 

challenge overall for offshore wells is balancing the needs 

of getting good standoff with getting casing to target depth.

Back to basics
The role of a centralizer varies for different casing strings 

and applications, but in essence it is designed to keep the 

casing centered in the wellbore during cementing opera-

tions. It also helps prevent differential sticking by reducing 

the surface area of the casing that contacts the wellbore. 

Since its emergence in the early 1900s, centralizer tech-

nology has changed to refect the more extreme depths, 

lengths and conditions of wells through enhanced 

designs, stronger materials and improved manufacturing 

techniques. Specially designed centralizers can help run 

casing to total depth in the most challenging wells by 

reducing running and starting forces, passing through 

ultratight restrictions or reducing torque and drag. 

Despite the benefts centralizers bring to well cement-

ing, negative misperceptions persist within the industry; 

for example, it is a belief that centralizers will become 

stuck downhole, will interfere with running casing to bot-

tom or will take too much time to run. Often, these per-

ceived issues originate from experience using the wrong 

kind of centralizer for an application. However, they can 

be remedied by getting back to basics: stepping back 

during the design and planning process and considering 

the basic needs for proper casing centralization. 

Though centralizer design and materials have 

improved, the core methodology of selection according 

Centralizers beneft  
from optimization  

Modern technology makes centralizers a surprisingly simple  

secret to enhancing offshore well integrity.

Standoff (%) = x 100
Wn x 2

Dw-Dp

FIGURE 1. Casing standoff 

can be calculated from the 

diameter of the open hole 

or previous casing (Dw), the 

diameter of the casing (Dp) 

and the shortest distance 

between the casing and  

the openhole wall (Wn).  

A standoff ratio of 80% 

to 90% is recommended 

for cementing. (Source: 

Weatherford)
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to well conditions has remained consistent through-

out the years. Using a back-to-basics methodology 

emphasizes running only what is needed to meet 

well objectives. Whereas an engineer in the 1950s 

used rules of thumb, slide rules and pencils to 

place centralizers, today’s engineers have the best 

technology and tools available to select and recom-

mend specifc centralizer types and placement for 

expected well conditions. Simulators and placement 

models aid the selection of the optimal centralizer 

design and placement for using the fewest central-

izers possible to achieve objectives such as standoff, 

torque reduction, drag reduction or a combination of all 

three. Optimizing and balancing design considerations 

for each string results in gains in value and effciency.

Putting it into practice
In the following case study, the service provider applied 

a back-to-basics methodology to select the optimal 

centralizer type based on well conditions. An operator 

planned to run a 17-in. liner in the North Sea. Require-

ments for this job included the ability to rotate casing 

during cementing, to pass through a 17.77-in. restric-

tion and to provide adequate standoff for cementing a 

20-in. openhole section with a 27-degree deviation. 

The 0.77-in. clearance outside the liner and the rotation 

requirement eliminated many options in terms of central-

izer type. For example, the outer diameter (OD) of a stan-

dard welded centralizer or any type of centralizer requiring 

a stop collar would be too large. On the other hand, sol-

id-bodied or rigid centralizers could provide the ability to 

rotate and pass through the restriction, but they could not 

provide adequate standoff in the 20-in. openhole section. 

The selected sub-mounted bow spring centralizer 

allowed rotation and recessed to an OD of 17 ½ in., 

which enabled clearance through the restriction (Figure 

2). Once the centralizer sub reached the open hole, 

the bow springs expanded to meet the 20-in. openhole 

diameter with a standoff calculated between 76% and 

100%. While being run in the hole, the liner string 

passed through the restriction without any notable 

change in string hookload weight, reached total depth 

without issue and was rotated during the cement job.

In another case study in the Norwegian Sea, proper cen-

tralizer selection enabled a 7-in. liner to reach bottom in a 

depleted formation without differential sticking. Aside from 

reaching target depth, the operator sought to improve 

cement placement by allowing rotation and providing a 

minimum of 75% standoff through the cemented section 

in an 8 ½-in. open hole. Centralizer simulation software 

assisted in evaluating candidate centralizer types, estimating 

spacing and standoff and fnally selecting the optimum pro-

gram for this well profle to exceed the requirements for 

standoff and minimizing differential sticking.  

The service company selected a 7-in. by 8 ½-in. sin-

gle-piece slip-on bow-spring centralizer for its ability to 

provide a larger fow bypass area than rigid centralizers, 

its exceptional standoff capabilities, the absence of 

starting and running force requirements in the desired 

hole size and its ability to pass through tight spots in 

the open hole without affecting standoff. Per the oper-

ator’s request, two types of standoff models were run 

with this single-piece centralizer program at a spacing 

of two centralizers per joint. The frst model evaluated 

standoff and side forces with displacement fuid inside 

the casing and cement in the annulus. This type of 

model resulted in an optimistic 96% standoff between 

centralizers and 97% at each centralizer.  

The second model evaluated the same centralizer 

program with cement inside the casing and mud in the 

annulus; since cement is typically heavier than the mud 

it is displacing, this model assumes a higher load on the 

centralizers than the frst model. Even with this worst-

case scenario, standoff was calculated to be 93% between 

centralizers and 94% at each centralizer— well above the 

75% minimum requirement. When running this confg-

uration of centralizers, the operator reached the bottom 

on the frst attempt, mitigated risk of differential sticking 

and improved zonal isolation in the cemented section 

for subsequent perforation and completion operations.

Without proper centralization and spacing, cement can-

not fow completely around the outside of the casing, and 

without a complete cement sheath, gas and fuid migra-

tion can severely compromise well integrity. While the 

basic concept of centralization has remained the same for 

a century, modern technology can optimize centralizer 

selection and spacing to improve effciency. Benefts of 

this type of optimization include reducing running and 

drag forces, which makes it easier to reach bottom, and 

increasing standoff for a better cement job.
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FIGURE 2. The matrix above shows criteria considered for choosing a centraliz-

er to optimize standoff in the 17-in. liner case study. (Source: Weatherford)

CENTRALIZER COMPARISON PROCESS

Able to rotate?

Can pass clearance?

Standoff in 20 in.?
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Jason Roe, XACT Downhole Telemetry Inc., and  

Luis Alcoser, BP Ventures

A
s the industry looks to develop wells in more techni-

cally and operationally demanding environments, 

the potential challenges increase. 

The result is that the need to more fully understand 

what is happening downhole throughout the well con-

struction process is critical. An effective telemetry system 

that can reliably provide valuable data from downhole 

to the surface is therefore an important tool during well 

construction activities. 

Current data telemetry platforms such as mud pulse, 

wired drillpipe (WDP) or electromagnetic (EM) systems 

are subject to signifcant limitations. These could be oper-

ating restrictions, relatively low bandwidth and complicat-

ed installation with associated high implementation costs, 

all of which lead to increased barriers to deployment. 

WDP might represent the most comprehensive plat-

form for information acquisition via telemetry because 

of the high levels of data that can be achieved. However, 

this process requires a dedicated string through wired 

components, and its integration can be costly, lengthy 

and operationally complex. 

EM platforms often support a niche land-based market 

as their data acquisition rate is relatively low, but they 

are formation-dependent and diffcult to implement in 

an offshore environment.

Mud pulse telemetry platforms are the most com-

mon method of downhole data acquisition, working by 

restricting fuid fow to send pressure pulses up through 

the fuid to surface. However, they deliver a relatively 

low data rate, rely on fuid fow, are depth-limited and 

create a constriction in the bore of the drillpipe. This 

eliminates the ability to implement distributed mea-

surements along the drillstring, drop balls or pass wiper 

darts. In addition, they are only employed during drill-

ing operations, which can make up as little as 15% of 

total well construction time, and they therefore are not 

an option for the completion installation process.

Sub-optimal offshore completions
Research from global operators gathered by 

XACT Downhole Telemetry suggests that 

the practice of completing wells with limited 

downhole data in real time has encountered 

consistent challenges related to understanding 

downhole conditions during critical operations.

Subject matter experts have repeatedly sug-

gested that up to 50% of all offshore wells have 

sub-optimal completions, while 20% result in 

material nonproductive time due to a lack of 

downhole visibility, with an average remedia-

tion period of two weeks to three weeks per 

failure—assuming the well is recoverable.

Previous technological limitations have 

meant that operators have had to accept that 

there are often substantial differences between 

their surface measurements and models and 

what is actually occurring downhole. This leads 

to the potential for nonproductive downtime 

and costly delays. 

Acoustic telemetry system helps 
reduce costs for complex wells   

Downhole measurement nodes enable snapshot of  

conditions along entire wellbore and drillstring.

XACT’s patented Electronic Acoustic Receiver (EAR) system was installed on  

a frack head offine, meaning zero rig operation time was required to mobilize  

it for a deepwater completion in the GoM. The wireless receiver enabled  

real-time downhole data at surface throughout the operation. (Source: XACT)
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Improved real-time downhole visibility is therefore 

desirable to drive structural cost changes to the well con-

struction process. A better data telemetry platform that 

operates in all environments and through all aspects of 

the well construction process will enable operators to 

structurally reduce such costs.

Acoustically linked nodes
An alternative to existing telemetry systems that enhances 

the existing telemetry market and expands into new, pre-

viously inaccessible areas in the well construction process 

has been developed by XACT.

The company’s acoustic telemetry platform delivers 

real-time data in these previously unavailable environ-

ments with no change to the drillstring, surface equip-

ment or any rig component, unrestricted by depth, f uid 

f ow or formation constraints.

The system is based on the installation of acoustically 

linked downhole measurement nodes in-line with the 

drillstring, which form a robust telemetry data and sen-

sor network.

The nodes are typically placed about 1,524 m (5,000 

ft) apart in the vertical sections of the well and 914 m to 

1,219 m (3,000 ft to 4,000 ft) apart in horizontal sections to 

provide optimum signal strength and transmission range, 

depending on the angle of the hole. All nodes are fully 

through-bore, which allows the deployment of wireline-con-

veyed tools as well as wiper darts, third-party activation 

balls or lost circulation material and enables use in both 

cementing and completion installation environments. 

Collar-based design
The collar-based design of the nodes provides suff cient 

space for lithium batteries, sensors, electronic boards 

and the piezoelectric stack that allows the 

acoustic transmission of data back to surface. 

In addition, mechanical parameters such as 

pressure, weight, torque, bending and tem-

perature are recorded downhole and trans-

mitted acoustically in real time via the steel 

body of what has now become essentially a 

smart drillstring.

A benef t over the common mud pulse sys-

tems, which can only take measurements at 

the bottom of the string, is the ability to gath-

er measurements from a range of locations via 

the multiple spaced nodes offering a real-time 

snapshot of the conditions along the entire 

wellbore and drillstring. Distributed measure-

ments coupled with the integrated strain and 

pressure measurement capabilities and greater 

data rates than mud pulse and EM technologies offer 

better understanding of weight and torque transfer and 

segmented equivalent circulating density or annular fric-

tional pressure along the complete drillstring regardless 

of circulation rate. 

In drilling applications these along-string measure-

ments can greatly enhance the understanding of effec-

tive weight or mechanic specif c energy transfer, hole 

cleaning, the onset of stuck pipe and early kick detec-

tion. With this higher resolution data, both in time and 

spatially along the string, more challenging wells can be 

drilled and completed with the right information at the 

right time and from the right places.

Data are sent to a wireless receiver at surface and from 

there to a laptop for further transmission.

BP early adopter
The telemetry platform, f rst deployed successfully in 

underbalanced and managed pressure wells onshore 

in North America, drew the attention of BP Ventures’ 

upstream technology group in 2012. It decided to sup-

port the system’s further development for use in a wider 

range of complex applications.

BP’s support enabled XACT to develop a greater 

understanding of operator requirements for offshore 

wells from a mechanical perspective and the ability to 

deploy the platform in the well construction process in a 

range of deepwater applications.

A progressive development program agreed upon 

between both companies has seen the telemetry plat-

form since deployed multiple times for BP in a range 

of deepwater wells in the Gulf of Mexico (GoM) since 

year-end 2014. BP and other major operators have now 

deployed the technology in deepwater applications 

The EAR device is compatible with a range of pipe diameters and can be 

installed on either the top drive or frack head, allowing the downhole acoustic 

data packets to be received and forwarded to the decoding and display unit 

on surface in real time. (Source: XACT)
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including liner running, cementing, formation integrity 

tests, casing and completion operations.

The applications chosen by BP were seen as systematic 

steps toward the goal of providing real-time downhole 

data during installation of a full deepwater sand control 

completion, a goal successfully achieved by year-end 2015.

Sand control completion in GoM

A 6,919-m (22,700-ft) complex “S-shaped” deepwater well 

in the GoM was selected by BP for the project. 

Key objectives included safe and effcient operations, 

the demonstration of acoustic communication from a 

signifcant depth (set at greater than 6,096 m [20,000 

ft]), confrmation of set-down weights in real time on 

a crossover tool, and ensuring XACT’s real-time data 

integrated with BP’s own data network and those of 

third-party service companies.

All criteria were successfully met by the acoustic 

telemetry platform. Six downhole nodes, measuring 

tension, torque, and outer and inside diameter pres-

sure, were placed on the string and 

delivered updates every 35 seconds, 

allowing data acquisition while trip-

ping for pipe fll, confrmation of the 

set-down weight and the monitoring of 

loads during the sand control comple-

tion operations. These measurements 

were transmitted during fow and 

no-fow conditions.

The acoustic telemetry platform 

showed there was a signifcant differ-

ence between the estimated and actual 

set-down weight on the crossover tool, 

from an original estimation of 70,000 

lb at surface to what was actually hap-

pening downhole with a weight of 

92,000 lb.

Additionally, during the pumping of 

cooler fuids down the string it could 

be seen that more than 70,000 lb of 

weight came off the packer due to drill-

string contraction. The ability to view 

and therefore maintain the weight dif-

ferential downhole in real time meant 

that modifcations could be made rap-

idly at surface.

By monitoring tension and weight and 

continually examining the differences 

between the bore and annular pressure, 

the acoustic telemetry platform also was 

able to confrm the reverse-out position, 

thereby creating an additional beneft for operators in 

completion construction.

As a result of successfully completing this project, 

XACT’s acoustic telemetry platform is now being sched-

uled for further completion installations in the near future.

Better visibility ahead

The characteristics of wells are becoming increasingly 

more challenging to navigate. Many of today’s obstacles 

are the result of attempting to tackle issues that the indus-

try has so far been unable to see. 

Better downhole visibility, delivered in real time, will 

have an increasingly important role to play in reducing 

well costs, from completions to drilling to cementing 

and beyond. A versatile, easy-to-install acoustic telemetry 

system, which can replace the practice of having to work 

with limited real-time downhole data, has the potential 

to save the industry millions of dollars in reducing fat 

time, avoiding well remediation or even coping with a 

well loss.
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Ryan Allen, Baker Hughes

T
he decision to use completely disintegrating frack 
plugs and frack balls across three wells in the Wood-

ford Shale in Oklahoma enabled an operator to suc-
cessfully install an interventionless plug-and-perf (PNP) 
completion and save nine days—and about $200,000—
in rig costs. All plugs and balls performed fawlessly 
and showed positive indication of diverting the fracture 
treatments as planned. When brought online, IP from 
the wells was 20% greater than planned.

The three wells were completed with 5.5-in. 20-lb/ft 
casing. Each completion was cemented in a single long 
string ideal for PNP operations. Two of the wells were 
drilled with a true vertical depth (TVD) near 2,743 m 
(9,000 ft) and laterals roughly 1,524 m (5,000 ft) long. 
Well design called for using disintegrating plugs to isolate 
all stages in these two wells. The third well had a similar 
TVD but included a 3,200-m (10,500-ft) extended-reach 
lateral. In this multistage well only the 15 deepest stages 
would use disintegrating plugs, while the shallower stages 
would be perforated using standard composite plugs.

Composite plug limitations
PNP completions with composite plugs account for an 
estimated 80% of new well completions in North Amer-
ica. The plugs enable fexible stage placement, provide 
fullbore access after plug drillout and allow treatment 
of stages as far as wireline and coiled tubing (CT) can 
reach while offering a long track record of feld success. 

Historically, however, when using traditional com-
posite plugs in a standard PNP completion, the plugs 
must be milled out before hydrocarbons can fow 
through the wellbore. Mills are typically run in using 
CT, and the debris is circulated out of hole. This pro-
cess takes time, both in terms of preparation and exe-
cution. Production startup might be delayed for three 
or more days while the plugs and drop balls are drilled 
out using CT-conveyed milling tools and debris is cir-
culated to surface.

Drilling extended laterals in excess of 3,050 m 
(10,000 ft) is a common practice in some basins. 
For most PNP completions, however, wellbores are 
generally confned to lengths that match the reach 
of CT units in the region. Applying suffcient weight 
on a milling bottomhole assembly to enable drillouts 

Plugs save time, money  
Disintegrating frack plugs can eliminate post-frack intervention and boost IP rates.

Disintegrating plugs save milling time and can help maximize stage count in unconventional wells with extended laterals.  

(Source: Baker Hughes)
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becomes unreliable in wells with extended horizontal 

wellbores. Composite plugs left in the well create a 

production barrier for the stages below, preventing 

recovery of hydrocarbons from that area. 

Interventionless alternatives
Several new interventionless completion technologies 

have improved PNP completion effciency by elimi-

nating time, cost and risks associated with post-frack 

drillouts. While these solutions might save some time 

upfront by eliminating post-frack intervention, they can 

complicate operations, both initially and later in the life 

of the well. Disappearing frack plugs that do not fully 

disintegrate leave behind partial or whole components 

that can damage equipment both downhole and at sur-

face and cause problems during intervention. For exam-

ple, standard frack plugs use cast iron slips and rings or 

ceramic buttons coupled with a packer to create a tight 

seal and hold plugs frmly in place. These high-strength 

materials do not degrade.

Complete disintegration solution
After reviewing available technologies, the operator 

chose to run completely disintegrating SPECTRE frack 

plugs and IN-Tallic balls. The balls and plugs are made 

of materials based on the application of a high-strength 

nanocomposite technology known as controlled electro-

lytic metallic (CEM) material. Developed and patented 

by Baker Hughes, CEM material exhibits substantially 

continuous cellular metallic grains dispersed in a nano-

matrix. The nanomatrix reinforces high strength but 

also exhibits a unique chemical disintegration property 

that conventional materials do not provide.

In the processed state, these nanostructures act as 

intermetallic adhesion promoters, which yield metal 

composites that can withstand 10,000 psi differential 

pressure—suffcient for reliable diversion of stimula-

tion treatments into the formation. By comparison, 

typical fow rates in hydraulic fracturing are below 15 

bbl/min. At the same time, devices made from the 

CEM material can completely degrade in situ within a 

predetermined period of time when exposed to well-

bore fuids. The designer material, which has been 

used in the fracturing of more than 100,000 stages, 

disintegrates fully at predictable rates based on tem-

perature and salinity.

During run-in the risk of obstruction-related presets 

is signifcantly reduced by the plug’s impact-resistant 

design, which distributes forces up through the tool 

string instead of the slip system. At the desired depth, 

the packing element expands and seals against the 

casing, and the slip system secures the plug frmly in 

place. Because the plug’s components are constructed 

of material that only reacts with produced fuids, there 

is no risk of premature degradation.

Disintegrating frack balls are seated on top of the 

completely disintegrating plugs to divert fracture treat-

ments. After fracturing, the plug and frack ball disinte-

grate completely, leaving behind a debris-free fullbore 

inner diameter (ID) that enables future wellbore access 

without concerns around ID restrictions or debris-relat-

ed tool complications.

Success in the Woodford Shale
The operator in the Woodford Shale deployed 47 

completely disintegrating frack plugs to complete the 

wells—15 near the toe of the extended-reach well, with 

the deepest being set at 4,270 m (14,012 ft)—and 16 in 

each of the other two wells. Each frack plug was run in 

hole on wireline and set. Then a disintegrating frack 

ball was dropped and seated on the plug, enabling treat-

ment of each stage. All plugs and balls were deployed 

fawlessly and showed positive indication of diverting the 

fracture treatments as planned. After the fracturing job 

on each well was completed, the well was shut in briefy 

while production equipment could be installed. When 

brought online, uplift was recorded to be 20% greater 

than planned, indicating that all plugs disintegrated as 

expected, leaving a clear wellbore and delivering great-

er-than-expected production. 

Using the CEM material-based disintegrating frack 

plugs and frack balls across all three wells saved the 

operator an estimated nine days of rig time. It also 

enabled the operator to successfully install an interven-

tionless PNP completion.  

The SPECTRE frack plug fully disintegrates downhole to enable  

fullbore production without milling. (Source: Baker Hughes)
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Trevor F. Smith, William Jacob Management Inc.

I
n 2014 William Jacob Management Inc. (WJM) 

released the modular offshore rig facility (MORF) 

design to help slash deployment costs and improve 

speed to market for upstream operations. The MORF 

is a copyrighted design for a 3,000-hp modular drilling 

facility and is the frst of its kind in size and confgura-

tion to be operational in the Gulf of Mexico (GoM). 

The fully detailed design has undergone several refne-

ments and further development since its initial concep-

tion, such as efforts to simplify methods of installation 

and interconnection. WJM engineers and designers con-

tinue to refne the MORF’s design, drawing from les-

sons learned after each project for which it is deployed.  

Reducing time, costs
Developed initially for a national oil company with a 

major presence in the GoM, the MORF’s design program 

was driven by the client’s demand for improved cost per-

formance across its offshore operations. Essentially, the 

challenge was to develop an offshore modular rig facility 

that would bring down deployment costs and increase 

the speed of installation and startup for the client. 

The design team opted to think small to make a big 

impact. The design engineers deliberately downsized 

the individual modules so they could function like a set 

of interlocking building blocks delivered by the client’s 

service feet and lifted into place by a “leapfrog” crane 

system from the platform and rig facility, streamlining 

installation. This solution enabled the modular rig to be 

confgured for drilling and integrated production below 

while providing signifcant cost savings in deployment as 

a result of not having to use an expensive heavy-lift vessel.

Elements of the MORF design 
The rig has three main modules: the drilling equipment 

set (DES), the drilling support module (DSM) and the 

living quarters facility (LQF). The DES has the capacity 

to access 15 wells arranged in a three-by-

fve matrix, which can easily be adjusted 

to suit most platform confgurations, and 

is capable of drilling wells up to 7,620 m 

(25,000 ft). The DSM is equipped with a 

pair of 100-ton rig cranes that streamline 

installation. The DSM’s main platform 

cranes are used to install the remaining 

MORF modules after installation and 

startup and backload the temporary instal-

lation cranes. The LQF has modular capac-

ity for 100 personnel.

The design premise is to tow barges 

containing the various modules to the 

platform site. The frst barge/supply vessel 

contains the erection crew plus small hoist-

ing devices that are man-handled/rigged 

onto the main platform deck. With the 

aid of stiff-legs, the temporary installation 

crane is lifted and assembled into place. 

The modules containing the rig cranes 

are installed using the temporary leapfrog 

Offshore rig design reduces  
high installation costs  
The modular rig facility is bringing down deployment costs and increasing  

startup speeds in the GoM.  

The MORF design cuts deployment costs and improves speed-to-market for upstream 

operations. (Source: William Jacob Management Inc.)
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crane package, and once the rig cranes are operational, 

the installation is then completed using the rig’s own 

cranes. This strategy effectively eliminates the need to 

contract a costly lift barge. 

Further barges are used to deliver larger module struc-

tures to the platform. These larger modules are installed 

using the two in-place 100-ton rig cranes. Due to their 

compact size, the modules can be delivered using typical 

service vessels and/or offshore supply vessels. 

The modular design target was an average outftting 

weight of about 50 tons. In an effort to reduce construc-

tion cost and assembly time, WJM is using the lifting lug 

and stabbing guide as an integral part of the in-place 

MORF securing system. The use of a module securing 

plate, installed over the lifting lugs during assembly at 

all column interface points, allows no additional fabrica-

tion needed for lateral support. Vertical lift is addressed 

through a compression clamping assembly, which is eas-

ily installed from the module being secured.

A considerable investment was made by WJM with regard 

to the electrical and piping interconnects between the 

modules. The effort focused on making these inter-

connects as effcient to execute as possible, allowing 

the rigup and rig-down durations to be minimized.  

WJM engineers and designers reviewed piping and 

electrical connection applications in various indus-

tries, which resulted in a number of opportunities 

to improve the connect/disconnect approach in the 

MORF design. One development included a database 

and a tracking system for all of the piping spools and 

electrical plugs. Another was the use of quick-con-

nect junction boxes to improve the reliability of the 

electrical connections considering multiple “make 

and break” of connections over the life of the drill-

ing unit. Due to the small modular concept and the 

quick interlocking philosophy, the confguration can 

be modifed to suit the client’s particular require-

ments, such as removal of the living quarters package 

and inclusion of extra equipment or storage. The ini-

tial concept was based on a specifc client requirement for 

manual tubular handling. This also can be upgraded to a 

semiautomated system to include horizontal conveyor and 

knuckleboom crane handling systems.

MORF specifcations
The MORF design takes into account collection, storage 

and transportation (to shore base) of all drilling cuttings, 

resulting in zero discharge. It also has been designed to 

comply with all applicable codes and standards and primar-

ily designed to comply with multiple functions (Table 1).

Thanks to their compact size, the modules can be 

delivered using the client’s service feet, then assembled 

using a combination of crane systems. The design of 

modules and interconnects provides fexibility for a wide 

range of platforms and environments. It also enables eff-

cient decommissioning and redeployment for the next 

drilling program by way of the small modular lifts. 

With the shortage and associated expense of large 

derrick barges throughout the industry since 2014, many 

of WJM’s clients were encouraged to turn to the MORF 

to reduce costs in their offshore developments. Due 

to the fnancial restraints imposed within the industry 

since early 2015, a more effcient and economical way 

of drilling or continuing to drill offshore needs to be 

addressed. The MORF concept is a more cost-effective 

way of addressing multiple platform drilling and work-

over requirements, which fts well with the demands of 

the current industry climate. The MORF, therefore, is 

not just a drilling unit but also a strategic asset. 

Visit williamjacob.com/html/WJM_Solutions.html to view 

an animated MORF installation sequence and a detailed 

specifcation sheet.  

The MORF is the frst of its kind in size and confguration to be operational in 

the GoM. (Source: William Jacob Management Inc.)

RIG SPECIFICATIONS

Rig rating 3000 hp

Static hook load 750 tons (1,500,000 lb)

Setback capacity 475 tons (950,000 lb)

Average drilling depth 7620 m (25,000 ft) MD

Estimated Dead Weights Tons

DES/DSM weight 3,759*

Living quarters weight 588*

Total dry weight 4,347*

*Includes 10% contingency factor
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Jim DeLee, Fluid Components International

I
n the oil and gas industry regulations and require-

ments to measure, monitor and report fared gases 

continue to expand and extend. The U.S. Environmen-

tal Protection Agency continues to focus on enhancing 

regulations aimed at reducing emissions of methane 

and volatile organic compounds into the environment. 

The recently held multinational Paris Climate 

Conference and its resulting agreement have even 

broader global implications for still more attention on 

measuring fared gases. As environmental and climate 

change-driven regulations in the U.S., Canada, the EU 

and elsewhere around the globe continue to become 

more stringent, companies in the oil and gas sector will 

be continuously challenged to invest in accurate and 

reliable fare gas measurement across their operations.

Typical challenges
Flare gas fowmeters provide a tool to signal abnormal 

process changes and early leak detection and provide a 

fow measurement that is used for 

environmental agency reporting. 

Flare gas applications present sev-

eral challenges to plant, process 

and instrument engineers when 

selecting a fowmeter solution. 

Low fow sensitivity is critical to 

identify and measure leaking valves 

and the normal low fow associated 

in day-to-day operations. The capa-

bility to measure very high fows is 

needed during system upset condi-

tions, requiring a meter that needs 

to accurately measure fow over an 

extremely wide turndown range.

Flowmeter calibration specifcally for hydrocarbon 

composition gases and matched to actual process con-

ditions is essential. Gas composition changes and wide 

turndown lead to relatively poor measurement accuracy 

in fare applications. 

The use of large-diameter pipe can be challenging in 

that as the line sizes increase, the number of effective and 

suitable fowmeter sensing technologies decrease, and 

costs increase. In addition, the lack of straight runs in 

the line also are a challenge. All velocity-based fowmeter 

technologies have straight-run requirements upstream 

and downstream from the meter to achieve repeatable 

fow measurements that are not always available.

Pipe access and re-access for installation, mainte-

nance or servicing is frequently diffcult. For example, 

spool-piece fowmeters can require prolonged process 

shutdown and extensive onsite labor costs to install and 

continuously maintain the system as opposed to inser-

tion-style meters that can be easily inserted or retracted 

into or out of the process through a ball valve.

For installation in hazardous locations, the entire 

fowmeter instrument should carry agency approval 

credentials for installation in environments with poten-

tial hazardous gases; enclosure-only ratings are inade-

quate. Corrosive saltwater environments such as those 

on offshore platforms, foating production vessels and 

LNG tankers can require the use of stainless steel on all 

exposed instrument materials, including the enclosures. 

In nearly every application the fowmeter must meet 

performance and calibration requirements mandated 

within government-issued regulations.

Flare gas sensing technologies
The three fowmeter sensing technologies regularly consid-

ered in fare gas measurement are ultrasonic, optical and 

thermal. While all fowmeter technologies have their advan-

tages and disadvantages, some are generally better than oth-

ers depending on the specifc media (liquids [volume] and 

air/gas [mass]) and the application environment.

Ultrasonic fow sensing technology relies on ultrasound 

and the Doppler effect to measure volumetric fow rate. 

In ultrasonic fowmeters a transducer emits a beam of 

Meeting environmental regulations 
through fare gas measurement 
Thermal fowmeters offer site and plant operators a reliable alternative to measuring  

fare gas fow.

FIGURE 1. The ST100 Series Thermal 

Flowmeter provides direct gas mass 

fow measurements. (Source: Fluid 

Components International)
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ultrasound to a receiv-

ing transducer. The 

transmitted frequency 

of the beam is altered 

linearly by particles or 

bubbles in the fuid 

stream. The shift in fre-

quencies between the 

transmitter and receiver 

can be used to generate 

a signal proportional to 

the fow rate.

Optical fowmetering 

relies on laser technol-

ogy and photo detec-

tors. This technology 

requires the presence 

of tiny droplets or particles of condensation, lubricants, 

dust and other particles in the gas stream. These par-

ticles scatter the light beam, and the time it takes for 

these particles to travel from one laser beam to the 

other laser beam can be used to calculate the gas veloci-

ty and volumetric fow rate. 

Thermal fow sensing provides direct mass fow 

measurement and is ideal for measuring gas fow. 

Two platinum resistance temperature detector (RTD) 

temperature thermowells are used as the sensor. One 

RTD is heated, while the other measures the process 

temperature. The temperature difference between the 

RTDs results in an analog output and is proportional to 

the media cooling effect and compensates for changes 

in pressure and temperature to give a direct mass fow 

output without additional instrumentation.

Flare gas fowmeters
Whether the fare systems is a single fare line or a large 

header with a complex array of feeder lines, thermal 

fowmeters provide the lowest installed cost and the low-

est life-cycle cost solution. From detecting the smallest 

gas fows of 0.25 standard feet per second (sfps) to 1,000 

sfps to measure major upset conditions at high fows, 

thermal fowmeters offer an accurate, dependable, 

low-maintenance and long-life faring solution.

For example, the ST100 Series Thermal Flowmeter 

(Figure 1) from Fluid Components International con-

sists of an easy-to-install insertion fow element with 

rugged electronics and transmitter. With specifc cali-

brations for mixed gas compositions, if needed the split-

range dual calibration feature with three 4-milliamp to 

20-milliamp analog outputs or digital bus communica-

tions make it ideal for fare applications.

Many oil and gas operators, refneries and chemical 

plants have fare applications uniquely challenged with 

two diverse operating fow conditions: very low fow under 

normal conditions or very high fow during a blowdown 

condition (Figure 2). Site or plant operators are then fur-

ther challenged to comply with environmental and emis-

sions regulations that stipulate meter accuracy of ± 5% of 

reading over the entire measuring range. The meter’s split-

range dual calibration feature supports both requirements.

In pipe sizes larger than 16 in., a dual-probe averag-

ing fow sensor system can provide improved accuracy 

compared to a single-probe system. Dual-probe sensors 

are connected via a single fow transmitter to provide 

an averaged output.

Calibration verifcation
With the newest environmental regulations requiring rou-

tine fowmeter calibration verifcation, a simple-to-use tool 

to validate the meter’s calibration is an option. VeriCal is a 

“wet” verifcation where gas is pressure-controlled through 

a sonic nozzle on to the sensor. Flow vs. pressure is used to 

verify the performance of the fowmeter. This can be done 

without removing the fowmeter from the process. 

With the growing importance of reducing carbon 

emissions and monitoring waste gas in the petrochemi-

cal industry, an accurate, dependable and low-mainte-

nance fare gas fowmeter is a must-do site or plant 

requirement. There are multiple fare gas fowmeter 

technologies available on the market, but thermal fow-

meters provide direct gas mass fow measurement with-

out the addition of pressure or temperature sensors. 

They feature a no-moving-parts design with low pressure 

drop, which is virtually maintenance-free for a low 

installed cost and a long life cycle.  

FIGURE 2. Equipped with a split-range dual calibration feature, the ST100 is capable of measuring the typical 

ranges of low and high fare gas fows shown here. (Source: Fluid Components International) 

EXAMPLES OF PERFORMANCE IN 0.25 SFPS TO 400 SFPS [0.08 NMPS TO 122 NMPS]
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James Hemingway, Schlumberger

I
n the early 1960s cased-hole measurements consisted of 

sigma logs, which were sensitive to the volume of chlorine, 

primarily as sodium chloride, in a formation and were used 

to calculate formation water saturation. Pulsed neutron logs 

also were capable of measuring liquid-flled porosity, and a 

standard gamma ray log could be run in either open hole 

or cased hole as a lithology indicator. In the 1970s devel-

opment of the frst carbon/oxygen logs made it possible to 

measure oil saturation when the formation water was fresh 

or the salinity was unknown. Along with the carbon/oxygen 

measurement, petrophysicists also were able to quantify 

elemental concentrations of the basic elements that make 

up the rock matrix such as the relation of silicon to quartz, 

calcium to calcite and iron to clay volume. 

This suite of cased-hole measurements has been 

greatly improved over the past 40 years through many 

generations of tools, but the intrinsic physical mea-

surements have remained unchanged and were still 

missing one critical piece of information—a porosity 

measurement that is accurate in the presence of forma-

tion gas or can be combined with the neutron porosity, 

as is done with bulk density in open hole, to measure 

porosity when gas is present in the formation. In the 

absence of this porosity measurement, primary forma-

tion evaluation in cased wellbores can be ambiguous 

unless there is external knowledge of porosity, such as 

from openhole logs.

Today operators often are interested in evaluating 

newly drilled wells after the wells have been cased. In 

many situations the decision to case a well already has 

been made by the time the well reaches total depth. 

The missing piece of information 
New fast neutron cross-section measurement for gas volume  

quantifcation enables full cased-hole formation evaluation.
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FIGURE 1. The far-right track displays the FNXS measurement, which is uniquely sensitive to gas. The classic gas crossover effect, 

shaded in yellow, easily distinguishes gas-flled porosity from liquid-flled porosity in open hole and correlates well with the low FNXS 

readings. Sigma, neutron porosity and the inelastic count rate ratio all read about the same in the low-porosity zones as they do in 

the gas-bearing zones. However, the FNXS reads about the same in low-porosity zones and liquid-flled porous zones but reads much 

lower in the presence of gas for readily identifying gas-flled porosity. (Source: Schlumberger)
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Cased-hole formation evaluation is an appealing option 

from both an economic and safety standpoint because 

it eliminates rig costs as well as the risks associated with 

having logging tools in an open borehole, particularly 

in long horizontal sections.

New cased-hole porosity measurement
The inability to measure formation gas has been the 

main challenge in conducting primary formation evalua-

tion in cased holes. Since the early 1960s openhole eval-

uation has used gamma-gamma density measurements 

to identify gas-bearing formations with the traditional 

neutron-density gas crossover effect (Figure 1).  

To fll this 40-year information gap, the frst 

new intrinsic measurement for cased-hole forma-

tion evaluation was developed and introduced by 

Schlumberger in 2015. Known as the fast neutron 

cross section (FNXS), this measurement is more relat-

ed to atom density than to bulk density. Gas volume 

is measured on the basis of inelastic cross sections 

that have little variance between elements, unlike 

capture cross sections. Because rock, oil and water 

have a very similar number of atoms per unit volume, 

the FNXS measurement has about the same response 

to rock as it does to liquids. However, gas has a very 

low atom density and, therefore, a distinctively low 

FNXS. Because the new measurement is uniquely 

sensitive to gas, gas volume and total porosity can be 

solved by using it in combination with other cased-

hole measurements. 

The FNXS measurement also can be used to obtain 

total porosity using only data acquired in a cased well-

bore by combining the liquid-flled porosity determined 

from neutron porosity with the FNXS gas volume. Thus, 

PETROPHYSICS
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FIGURE 2. The plot on the left shows the close similarity between the inelastic ratio and neutron porosity, which makes it diffcult to com-
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to gas is unique and independent of porosity. The similarity of the FNXS measurement for liquid-flled porosity and rock makes it easy to 

identify gas-bearing intervals. (Source: Schlumberger)
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the FNXS measurement replaces the need for a density 

measurement and is far more robust than a cased-hole 

density measurement.

How FNXS works
FNXS is measured with an innovative pulsed neutron 

tool that also can make traditional sigma, porosity, car-

bon/oxygen and capture spectroscopy measurements. 

All of these capabilities in a single tool mean that a com-

plete formation evaluation can now be performed in 

cased holes with a single piece of hardware. 

To demonstrate how the FNXS works, the cased-

hole data on the right side of Figure 1 matches well 

with the openhole data shown on the left. Sigma 

correlates with resistivity, and gamma ray and neu-

tron porosity from openhole responses match the 

cased-hole responses. However, there is no match 

for density or, more importantly, there is no unique 

response difference between a gas-bearing formation 

and a low-porosity zone. The newly developed FNXS 

measurement shown on the far right of the cased-hole 

log provides this missing piece of information. Notice 

how the FNXS reads lower in the intervals where gas 

is indicated by the neutron-density crossover effect, 

shaded in yellow, on the openhole data. Furthermore, 

the response is the same in a liquid-flled porous zone 

and in a low-porosity formation, which proves that this 

measurement is uniquely sensitive to gas.

Figure 2 illustrates how the FNXS measurement can 

be used to identify formation gas without relying on 

openhole or external information. The plot on the 

left demonstrates the relationship between the inelas-

tic ratio and neutron porosity. Although they do not 

correlate perfectly, both the ratio and porosity have a 

very similar response in gas as they do in low-porosity 

intervals. The plot on the right demonstrates how the 

FNXS uniquely responds to gas and has almost no 

sensitivity to changes in porosity as long as the porosi-

ty is liquid-flled. 

In Figure 3 the cased-hole analysis derived liquid-flled 

porosity from neutron porosity whereas gas volume was 

derived from the FNXS using any standard interpre-

tation model that incorporates traditional cased-hole 

measurements. Adding the liquid-flled porosity to the 

gas volume obtains the same porosity as was measured 

using the neutron and density measurements shown in 

the openhole analysis. Water saturation was determined 

from resistivity in open hole and from sigma in cased 

hole. If the formation water salinity is too fresh or is not 

known, the carbon/oxygen ratio or total organic carbon 

could be used to determine oil saturation. However, in 

this case, the formation water was salty, thus making it 

easy to use sigma for saturation. 

The cased-hole interpretation could have been gener-

ated from traditional cased-hole logs that are combined 

with an openhole density measurement, but the break-

through with the FNXS technique is that no openhole 

data are required. 

Reference

SPWLA 2016 paper EE “Fast neutron cross-section measure-

ment physics and applications.” 
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Usman Ahmed and Grant A. Myers, WellDog

T
he unconventional shale resource revolution has 

been underway in North America for some time, and 

before the current slump in oil price, shale E&P oper-

ators would commonly “optimize” a drilling program 

by installing a few heavily monitored science wells to 

establish a standard well and completion design for the 

many wells that followed. However, the wide variation in 

subsequent well production performance strongly sup-

ported the case for capturing individual well data. Unfor-

tunately, in the current depressed market conditions, 

existing techniques are either deemed too costly or do 

not yield actionable data in the time frame required to 

make key decisions that can impact well productivity. 

Cost-effective development of unconventional shale 

resources requires addressing three specifc objectives: 

identifying the subsurface location to access the sweet 

spots for lateral placement, identifying the kickoff 

point to land the lateral/horizontal section in the zone 

of interest based on fuid phase to be exploited and 

deciding the locations of the hydraulic fracture stages. 

All three objectives require an understanding of inor-

ganic mineral and organic composition as well as rock 

fabric. In this article WellDog presents a new capability, 

Reservoir RockHound (RRH), which uses Raman spec-

troscopy to characterize these rock properties. 

Raman spectroscopy for petrology
Raman spectroscopy is an optically based molecular- 

selective technique useful for identifying and quantify-

ing well-defned chemical targets such as methane or 

CO2 or many minerals. In Raman spectroscopy, mono-

chromatic laser illumination of a material results in the 

inelastic scattering, or Raman scattering, of that light. A 

small portion of the laser light changes frequency (i.e., 

color) due to interactions with molecular vibrations in 

the molecules. The shift in energy therefore provides 

information about the vibrational modes in the system, 

revealing the molecular bonding and structure of the 

molecules, which is ultimately what is used to perform 

mineralogical analysis. The power of Raman spectros-

copy stems from the ability to uniquely identify multiple 

analytes present in the illuminated spot and to precisely 

quantify the amounts of each analyte present in that 

spot using advanced chemometrics analysis techniques. 

Figure 1 shows the Raman signature for common quartz, 

mica and clay miner-

als, with the Raman 

peaks being sharp, well 

defned and easy to 

resolve in mixtures of 

minerals. The height of 

individual Raman peaks 

corresponds to the 

amount of each mineral 

present in the spot illu-

minated by the laser. 

Raman spectros-
copy, rock  
characterization
Shale rocks exhibit 

complex geological, 

geochemical and  

Accessing subsurface information 
at the wellsite or laboratory 

Raman spectroscopy offers information to be acquired on individual samples  

using a single instrument with nondestructive testing protocols.

FIGURE 1. This image shows a laser illumination of material via Raman spectroscopy (right) and Raman 

spectra signature of various minerals and rock types. (Source: WellDog)
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petrophysical heterogeneities at all scales both vertically 

and laterally. Shales, therefore, typically present an 

enormous number of possible completion targets. With 

gross packages ranging from many tens to hundreds 

of feet, thick shale units present an unusual challenge 

in selecting completion targets for operators. There is 

thus a need to characterize these variations in the verti-

cal as well as lateral sections of development wells in a 

cost-effective manner to guide key decisions. The result-

ing actionable data can 

be used to locate sweet 

spots in shale forma-

tions, aid fracture clus-

ter and stage spacing, 

guide design of stimu-

lation fuid recipes and 

identify kickoff points to 

land laterals.

Traditionally, core 

samples are subdivided 

and various parts sent 

to different laborato-

ries to determine the 

inorganic composition, 

total organic carbon 

(TOC), thermal matu-

rity and rock texture 

using a variety of ana-

lytical techniques and 

involving a wide range 

of apparatuses. Until 

now, no one single tech-

nique or apparatus was 

available to determine 

all these rock properties 

and attributes, and many 

required destruction 

of the original sample. 

Furthermore, traditional 

formation evaluation 

techniques are not able 

to distinguish between 

certain clay types or dif-

ferentiate bitumen from 

kerogen. This can lead 

to erroneous assessment 

of thermal maturity, 

rock grain density, kero-

gen type, mobile hydro-

carbon composition and 

residual oil saturations.

The RRH Raman spectroscopy technique has been 

developed to address this limitation. Raman-based labora-

tory petrography and geochemistry analyses can determine 

rock geochemistry and fabric using a single automated, 

prescriptive and highly objective sampling and analysis 

methodology on thin sections, core samples and drill cut-

tings. The apparatus acquires high-resolution (1-µ) optical 

petrographical and hyperspectral images that are seam-

lessly superimposed in a digital atlas that is then mined to 

PETROPHYSICS

FIGURE 2. A high-resolution optical petrology at 1-µ spacing identifes the mineral distribution of a shale 

sample. (Source: WellDog)

FIGURE 3. An optical micrographic analysis is used for selecting ROI and providing detailed quantitative  

mineral analysis of a shale sample. (Source: WellDog)
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evaluate shale geochemistry, 

rock texture (fabric) and paleo-

ecological indicators. The auto-

mated process eliminates both 

human error and human sub-

jectivity from evaluation of vari-

ability and distribution of these 

parameters. Figure 2 is an exam-

ple illustration of the results of 

a shale sample attained via the 

following process:

a. The sample is placed into 

the system;

b. Optical imaging is per-

formed at various mag-

nifcations to create a 

composite optical image 

of the entire sample or a 

particular region of inter-

est (ROI), which is placed in a digital atlas;

c. Raman spectra are then collected at various areas 

across the sample. This can be done at singular 

points, across a line or in a 2-D array (area map). 

Spectra are analyzed to identify the various miner-

als, organics, etc., and map these against the com-

piled optical image; and

d. These compiled layers and images can then be 

analyzed further to gain insight into distribution, 

weight percent of the constituents, grain informa-

tion, rock texture, etc.

Figure 3 further illustrates the use of optical micro-

graphic analysis for identifcation of ROIs within a shale 

sample. For the specifc ROI, hyperspectral Raman maps 

are acquired for objective and quantitative analysis of 

mineral content, TOC, differentiation of carbon phases 

(bitumen and kerogen types illustrated in a later exam-

ple; Figure 3) and paleoecological assemblages.

One-stop testing platform
Raman spectroscopy enables geochemical and petro-

logical measurements and rock fabric information to 

be acquired on individual samples using a single 

instrument with nondestructive testing protocols. This 

work can be accomplished on a variety of sample 

types, including thin sections, drill cuttings and cores. 

The method is sensitive to molecular structure and 

often is referred to as a chemical fngerprinting tech-

nique. It is able to differentiate clay types, precisely 

identify and quantify composition of most inorganic 

minerals, differentiate carbon forms such as kerogen 

and bitumen, identify kerogen types and determine 

kerogen thermal maturity. The scanning process also 

has very high spatial resolution (on the order of the 

excitation laser wavelength), with Raman spectra 

acquired in seconds. Data analysis is greatly acceler-

ated through use of automated algorithms with techni-

cian oversight. Routine measurements include bulk 

inorganic mineralogy, mineralogy distribution, TOC, 

hydrocarbon biomarkers (presence and prevalence of 

paleoecological assemblages), thin section optical and 

false color micrographs, and grain and pore size distri-

bution (1-µ limit). Nonroutine tests include full min-

eralogy distribution, distinguishing kerogen from 

bitumen, identifying kerogen type(s), kerogen ther-

mal maturity, and grain shape and orientation (1-µ 

limit). Figure 4 provides a comparison of the capabili-

ties between the various laboratory techniques. 
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WellDog 
Raman 

Microscopy  
X X X X X X X X X X X 

SEM-EDS X X X X X X X 

XRD X X X X X X 

Pyrolysis X X X X X 

Optical 
petrography X X X X X X X X 

FIGURE 4. This chart compares the capabilities of different petrophysical analysis tools. (Source: WellDog)

Data analysis is greatly  

accelerated through use of  

automated algorithms with  

technician oversight.
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PETROPHYSICS

Terri Olson, FEI, and Margaret Lessenger,  

Newfeld Exploration

V
ariable wettability, the affnity of a rock surface for 

oil vs. water within sandstone reservoirs, has posed a 

particularly diffcult problem in characterizing reservoir 

fow properties, which is critical for optimizing oil pro-

duction and minimizing completion costs. Sandstone 

reservoirs range from water-wet to strongly oil-wet. Wet-

tability controls the type and volumes of produced fuids 

and strongly controls residual oil saturations (a major 

component of recovery factor). 

Quantifying and determining the distribution of oil, 

gas and water is necessary to optimize oil production 

and is particularly important when designing recovery 

methods for primary and secondary drainage. Such 

estimations are complicated due to variable reservoir 

properties, fuid saturations and wettability, which can 

vary at the pore scale. Reservoirs that have mixed wetta-

bility are particularly diffcult to evaluate for the impli-

cations of wettability on irreducible fuids, a major con-

trol on the amount of oil that is permanently trapped 

in the rock. 

Advanced logging suites, including nuclear magnet-

ic resonance (NMR) logs, can be useful in separating 

solid from liquid phases and estimating oil saturations. 

However, assumptions on wettability and fuid properties 

are required to interpret these specialty logs, which pro-

vide only remote and indirect measurements. 

While standard methods of determining wettability 

from core can provide data on the bulk rock behavior, 

they do not give information about internal variability at 

the pore scale. Laboratory tests can be run to calibrate 

and validate the log data, but these are time-consuming, 

expensive and often inconclusive. The ambiguity of 

the results is a major issue when the rocks are not fully 

water-wet. Standard laboratory procedures involve clean-

ing the samples, which alters the wettability and changes 

the NMR response, invalidating the comparison between 

laboratory and log data. No standard laboratory mea-

surement can identify oil-wet clays; conventional 

wisdom says that clays are always water-wet.

Digital rock involves imaging to provide data and 

insight on rock composition, rock properties and 

rock/fuid interaction. Images allow observation 

of such interaction, which is a huge advantage 

over inferences made solely from laboratory tests. 

Common assumptions about fuid fow mecha-

nisms and wettability have been shown to be wrong 

by digital rock analysis. If a rock is composed of 

minerals that exhibit different wettability charac-

teristics, the ability of fuids to maintain connected 

flaments and continue fowing is affected by the 

fabric of the rock and distribution of those miner-

als. The amount of recoverable oil also is impact-

ed—oil-wet surfaces cling to the oil; altering wetta-

bility with surfactants frees more oil and increases 

oil recovery. Surfactants are an expensive com-

ponent of completion and waterfood injection 

fuids, so the type and concentration of surfactants 

must be optimized for the best economic returns. 

Understanding wettability at the pore scale and its 

distribution in terms of mineralogy of the rock is a 

frst step toward such optimization.

In a tight spot 
Digital rock combined with traditional core analyses shed light  

on hydrocarbon producibility in tight sandstone reservoirs.

FIGURE 1. The GMBU log and core data were acquired over a reservoir 

sandstone with low clay-bound water (CBW). The NMR signal (T1 and T2 

arrays in two right tracks) is high in the adjacent shale but disappears 

abruptly in the sand. The volume of CBW from X-ray diffraction (blue dots) 

and the mineral inversion is much higher than estimated from T1 and T2 

data (VCBW track). (Source: FEI)
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Greater Monument 
Butte Field
Many oil and gas felds in the 

western U.S. produce hydro-

carbons from discontinuous 

sandstone reservoirs. One 

example is the Greater Mon-

ument Butte Field (GMBU) 

in the Uinta Basin in north-

eastern Utah, which had more 

than 5 Bbbl original oil in 

place. The paraffnic nature 

of the oil means that hydro-

carbons in the subsurface can 

exist in solid, liquid and gas 

phases. The variability in both 

hydrocarbons and reservoir 

quality pose signifcant chal-

lenges to log interpretation of 

hydrocarbons in place and res-

ervoir fow characteristics. The 

GMBU sandstone reservoirs 

are highly variable in rock 

quality, mineralogy, clay types 

and volumes, and wettability. 

In this study, conducted 

by Newfeld, high-end well 

log suites including NMR 

and dielectric logs were used 

to estimate rock proper-

ties and fuid distributions. 

Unambiguous interpretation 

of such log data was not pos-

sible without understanding 

controls on wettability distribution because there is not 

a unique interpretation of fuid type from responses on 

NMR logs. Water, oil and gas saturations estimated from 

logs did not match produced fuids. 

To understand the log data patterns illustrated in Figure 

1, particularly in quantifying the amount of clay-bound 

water and producible water, the study integrated pore-scale 

imaging, corefood NMR experiments and downhole NMR 

logging. The goal was to optimize primary oil production as 

well as to increase secondary recovery from waterfooding. 

Understanding the nature and connectivity of the 

porosity system is a key frst step to predicting water-

food performance. Registration of high-resolution 2-D 

scanning electron microscope (SEM) images showing 

texture and mineralogy with 3-D microcomputed tomog-

raphy images showing fuids allowed mapping of con-

nected porosity in 3-D (Figure 2).

Results of the study indicated a far more complex 

pore-scale view of wettability and fuid distribution than 

was initially assumed on the basis of log analysis alone 

(Figure 3). Nearly all of the reservoir zones have some 

mixed-wet pores at micro- and macroscales. The sand-

stone intervals vary in the proportions of macroporosity 

and oil wetness, which are related to rock quality and 

mineralogy. This project serves as a case study and ana-

log for other tight reservoirs where mixed wettability 

exists and exerts a strong control on locations of oil and 

water in such reservoirs. 
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FIGURE 2. The left pair of images shows a 2-D slice of a 3-D micro-CT image with registered SEM with 

residual oil (left, brown) and connected porosity (right, blue). Energy-dispersive X-ray mineralogy is 

shown in color on the same right for the same feld of view. This image set is from a higher quality  

reservoir sand. A is chlorite with residual oil and connected microporosity. B is argillaceous lithic  

fragments composed of illite and other minerals with residual oil and connected microporosity. C is 

macropore with residual oil. Voxel size is 2 microns for the micro-CT image. (Source: FEI)

FIGURE 3. SEM images of quartz (left) and carbonate (right) show the presence and absence of  

asphaltene deposits. Asphaltene deposits indicate oil-wet mineral surfaces and are labeled OW. 

Surfaces that are clean and free of asphaltene deposits are water-wet. (Source: FEI)
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MWD/LWD

Wojciech Emmerich, Oleg Akimov, Imed Ben Brahim 

and Alexander Greten, Baker Hughes

M
ud pulse telemetry (MPT) is the core real-time 

data transmission technology in the upstream 

oil and gas industry. The need for reliable high-speed 

MPT (HSMPT) has grown as the amount of real-time 

data required while drilling has increased, and it is now 

used across many regions of the globe. Yet the changing 

requirements for MPT and the environment in which it 

must operate have raised complications that have threat-

ened the reliability of existing HSMPT systems to the 

point where a very high level of user interaction from 

offshore feld service engineers and remote operations 

support personnel is required. 

A new automated HSMPT system from Baker Hughes 

combines higher automation levels and advanced sig-

nal processing to increase both speed and reliability 

of data transmission. The aXcelerate PLUS system has 

performed successfully in complex bottomhole assem-

blies (BHAs) in many ultradeepwater drilling environ-

ments, with many LWD services and with outstanding 

data density and no reduction in ROP. The impressive 

results demonstrate the ability of an automated HSMPT 

to expand the technical limit for safe and economically 

viable drilling operations. 

Growing challenges
Initially seen as the real-time data transmission provider 

for all required formation evaluation (FE) information, 

HSMPT usage has expanded to provide the enabling 

data transmission for drilling automation and optimi-

zation services and advanced wellbore positioning and 

pressure-while-drilling services in extreme downhole 

conditions such as HP/HT wells and high-viscosity drill-

ing mud environments. New FE measurements have 

been incorporated into BHAs. Some traditional FE 

measurements have moved from wireline to LWD, and 

additional drilling optimization data are now transmit-

ted in real time. Improvements in bit technology and 

overall drilling procedures have increased average ROP, 

requiring additional transmission speed to maintain the 

same data density per meter drilled. Often, the full com-

plement of downhole processes that can be provided by 

HSMPT is critical for HSE compliance and for technical 

risk reductions. These changes have signifcantly raised 

the amount of real-time data required while drilling.

At the same time, additional challenges have emerged 

that complicate MPT in general and high- transmission 

speeds in particular. As wells are drilled deeper, the 

mud column that attenuates the MPT signal increases. 

More challenging mud systems with high density, high 

plastic viscosity (PV) or high solids content are used in 

applications that demand a high transmission speed. 

Additional drilling optimization tools (e.g., agitators) 

have been added to BHAs and create superimposed 

noise to the HSMPT channel.

As drilling, MWD and FE tools have become more reli-

able and able to withstand higher levels of vibration and 

stick/slip (VSS), acceptable VSS levels during drilling have 

risen. These high VSS levels negatively affect decoding 

performance. Additionally, extended-reach applications, 

which are now 

much more com-

mon than previous-

ly, experience high 

surface torque and 

drilling VSS that 

compromises MPT.

Strong variations 

in rigs, equipment, 

mud and piping 

lead to changing 

environments for 

Automated system expands limits 
for safe, reliable drilling 

MPT tool requires less manual intervention.

FIGURE 1. This fgure shows the action sequence to update the adaptive flter. (Source: Baker Hughes)
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the MPT system downhole as well as at surface. This situ-

ation increases the complexity of the required system to 

overcome the difference in operating environments. 

The reliability issues that often result from the chang-

ing requirements and more challenging environments 

in which HSMPT must function have elevated required 

user interaction levels, frequently forcing feld engineers 

to redirect their focus from delivering answers to main-

taining highly complex tools.

Finding a solution
Although HSMPT data rates of 10 bits per second (bps) 

or more have been recorded in the feld for about a 

decade, lack of reliability forced a thorough analysis of 

existing problems. The conclusion was that signifcant 

improvement can be achieved through the automation 

of manual processes and advanced signal processing.

The new HSMPT system applies automation in every 

feld operation to simplify operations, save time and elim-

inate error-prone tasks such as manually reentering data. 

When a transmission parameter already is confgured in 

one system, this information is automatically distributed. 

Additionally, conditional data such as fow rate, depths 

and other information measured are gathered during feld 

operations and saved with the transmission parameters.

The simplifed HSMPT system consists of a downhole 

transmitter (the pulser), the mud channel and the 

receiver on the surface side, which usually has one or 

more pressure transducers. The main distortion sources 

for MPT data transmission are the mud channel and 

additional variable distortions. To reduce distortion 

and improve signal processing, special signal sequences 

automatically adjust adaptive flters. The pulser sends 

out the sequences regularly, enabling the surface system 

to tune the adaptive flters for changing channel con-

ditions. The flter performance is tested and saved into 

a database with quality indicators, which enable feld 

personnel to optimize decoding quality through better 

decision-making (Figure 1). Enhanced signal process-

ing algorithms on the surface signifcantly increase the 

success rate of the automated system and improve the 

decoding quality and reliability. 

Successful feld performance
The new HSMPT system has enjoyed 100% success rates 

in many ultradeepwater drilling regions in a wide range 

of applications, all of which require a signifcant amount 

of real-time data to enable accurate decision-making. 

The technology has been used in more than 60 runs, 

with more than 5,000 circulating hours and more than 

3,000 drilling hours. Physical data rates higher than 10 

bps were reliably achieved while drilling in every job. 

The technology was deployed in both oil-based and 

water-based mud environments with measured depth of 

up to 8,000 m (26,247 ft). Different mud systems were 

used, with PV higher than 20 centipoise (cP) in 40 runs 

and higher than 40 cP in 10 runs.

Among successful applications of the new HSMPT sys-

tem was its deployment in one of the longest and most 

sophisticated BHAs worldwide, in the North Sea. The 

system’s ability to reliably transmit more real-time data 

enabled the operator to deploy a BHA incorporating 

numerous drilling and LWD services to provide more 

answers in real time (Figure 2). The new system pro-

vided up to 15 bps data rate in a challenging oil-based 

mud system with a PV of 34 cP. The drilled section, from 

4,635 m to 6,611 m (15,207 ft to 21,690 ft) measured 

depth, was drilled in one run with 184 circulating hours.

Increasing HSMPT data rates and reliability means 

that the technology can now be run in complex drilling 

environments—including ultradeepwater wells and rigs 

with demanding mud conditions—that previously 

required signifcant manual effort and a potential fall-

back to data rates below 10 bps. Automation and ease of 

use expand operating limits for HSMPT activities and 

reduce unnecessary workloads from technical support 

centers and feld engineers. Allowing feld service engi-

neers to concentrate on delivering more answers to the 

operator improves effciency and safety while drilling 

and reduces overall drilling cost. 

MWD/LWD

FIGURE 2. The Baker Hughes aXcelerate PLUS HSMPT system provided reliable data rates of up to 15 bps in an extremely long and 

sophisticated BHA in the North Sea. (Source: Baker Hughes)
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FRACTURING

Robin Watts, Linde Gas

T
he combination of horizontal drilling and hydraulic 

fracturing made possible the shale revolution that is 

seeing thousands of horizontal wells drilled and com-

pleted annually. The most common extraction process 

uses water-based formulations to achieve suffcient vis-

cosity or velocity to suspend and place a proppant. 

Water-based fracturing with fuids can leave liquids 

trapped in low-permeability, tight, depleted or water-sen-

sitive formations. Water initially seemed cheap, readily 

available and forgiving. Water’s original attractiveness as 

the ultimate fracturing fuid became conventional wis-

dom and evolved as unconventional resources did. 

However, water life-cycle costs have risen signifcantly, 

particularly in areas experiencing shortages or those with 

fewer regional disposal well options. At the same time, 

public awareness and subsequent negative perception of 

the sheer amount of water required for each well, typical-

ly between 2.5 million gallons and 5 million gallons (and 

as high as 10 million gallons) led some communities to 

require producers to disclose consumption fgures.

Energized extraction solutions
When it comes to hydraulic fracturing, there is signif-

cant room for improvement in productivity and also to 

reduce costs. Pumping more sand and fuid into longer 

laterals is not necessarily the most strategic approach. 

While bigger might sometime be better, in this case it 

does not result in optimal wells.

The use of nitrogen (N2) and CO2 overcomes and mit-

igates many of the challenges associated with traditional 

water-based hydraulic fracturing fuids by reducing the 

Energized fracturing solutions   
Safe, reservoir-friendly and water-saving well stimulation is made possible with N2 and CO2.

The use of liquid nitrogen for ‘dry fracking’ has eliminated many of the problems associated with hydraulic fracturing. (Source: Linde Gas)
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high volumes of water, chemicals and proppant. The use 

of CO2 to displace water in hydraulic fracturing continues 

to be a proven method used in well stimulation of reser-

voirs from Saudi Arabia to South Texas. 

Energizing solutions using CO2 or N2 provide a better 

approach for operating companies to increase oil and 

gas production from tight or water-sensitive formations 

as well as unconventional reservoirs such as shale, tight 

sands and coalbed methane.

N2 as an alternative to CO2 for well stimulation has 

proven effective for well stimulation of shallower res-

ervoir environments. Nitrogen hydraulic fracturing 

formulations include using 100% N2 for total water 

replacement to creating nitrifed slick water or foams 

for well stimulation to improve productivity and reduce 

water footprint.  

When injected into oil and gas wells, these energized 

solutions are able to enhance hydrocarbon production 

rates and yield improved long-term economic recovery 

over the life of the well. Fracturing treatments energized 

with CO2 or N2 are increasingly being recognized for maxi-

mizing long-term well productivity as a result of minimizing 

environmental damage with smaller wellsite footprint sans 

large water retention pond requirements. They also reduce 

the overall costs of water transport, treatment and disposal. 

A well-designed energized treatment can in fact be 

more economical than water while also being more reser-

voir-friendly. Energized treatments place signifcantly less 

water into the reservoir. The use of water also can take 

up valuable time during fowback, causing increased time 

to clean up the water pumped downhole.

Recent studies indicate that, from an economic per-

spective, hydraulic fracturing with solutions energized 

by CO2 or N2 can achieve signifcantly more hydrocar-

bon recovery than nonenergized approaches. One such 

study found that use of energized fuids improved well 

performance by up to 2.1 times compared to nonener-

gized solutions. 

Energizing the fracturing fuid with CO2 or N2 also 

improves the total fowback water volume and rate, 

minimizes fuid retention and reduces the required 

water volume, which can have signifcant economic 

implications. Critically, energizing fracturing fuid also 

helps avoid damage, defned as “any induced reser-

voir change that inhibits or restricts hydrocarbon fow 

during well stimulation.” 

Additionally, the fexibility of energized solutions 

allows the hydraulic fracturing fuid to be mixed accord-

ing to the technological needs of unconventional reser-

voirs. They provide more rapid and complete treatment 

fuid recovery, help to clean without the need for swab-

bing and reduce formation damage by minimizing the 

amount of aqueous fuids introduced to the formation.

Economics

To realize the full potential value of an oil feld and to 

achieve the highest recovery factor, using energized fu-

ids during each stage of the recovery process is the best 

way to achieve optimal results. But achieving a feld’s 

full potential value also means optimizing recovery 

along with the costs of that production. Energized fuids 

offer the means to maximize the recovery factor and, 

importantly, if planned from a feldwide perspective, the 

means to optimize the cost of production.

To strive for the greatest EUR of the well in the most 

economically effective way, both performance and econ-

omy must be considered, or maximum productivity over 

time at the lowest overall cost. Typically, EUR is project-

ed over 10 years based on actual production rates taken 

at 30 days, 60 days and 90 days. The decline curve, rep-

resenting the drop in production over time, is projected 

from these actuals, with low, best and high estimates to 

cover the range of uncertainty.

Much of the focus is, too often, on the well’s initial 

performance. Encouraged by time-to-production using 

familiar techniques such as water, producers might 

neglect to consider alternatives that could minimize the 

slope of the decline curve.

Adding CO2 or N2 to the fracturing treatment has been 

shown to optimize overall productivity (increasing EUR), 

even though the initial acquisition cost of these gases can 

be higher than nonenergized fuids such as slick or acid 

water. However, beyond their ability to improve fractur-

ing itself, energized fuids signifcantly boost fowback 

and production performance through enhanced cleanup 

and minimal fuid retention. They also boost production 

signifcantly in depleted formations.

Uniquely positioned

As the industry continues to focus on reducing the 

amount of water required for hydraulic fracturing due 

to availability and disposal costs, greater emphasis is 

being placed on the use of cryogenic gases and associ-

ated feld support services to achieve these goals. Agile 

industrial gas operators with extensive CO2 networks 

across both the U.S. and internationally are well posi-

tioned to support even the largest fracturing jobs, such 

as Linde Gases’ CO2 implementation in the Eagle Ford 

Shale in Texas, for which it had to call on its network of 

plants to execute a 4,000-ton project.
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By M. Paryani, R. Smaoui, S. Poludasu,  

M. Siddiqui and A. Ouenes, FracGeo

A major source of uncertainty in modeling the growth 

of hydraulic fractures is the simplistic assumptions of 

homogenous stress felds, rock properties and hydrostatic 

pore pressure at reservoir depth. Despite ample evidence 

of asymmetric hydraulic fractures provided by interpreted 

microseismic and chemical tracers, most of the current 

fracture simulators rely on these simplifcations, which in 

turn adversely affects the reservoir simulation models. 

As a result, the reservoir simulation often is unable 

to get a realistic and validated representation of the 

stimulated permeability from the frack design soft-

ware. Available fracture and reservoir simulators in  

the industry lack quantitative tools to address the 

asymmetric reality and the need for a variable treat-

ment along a wellbore. 

After many years of applying “copy and paste” com-

pletion designs, completion engineers can fnally have 

the software tools that recognize that the earth is not 

homogeneous and the treatment of each stage must be 

adapted to the heterogeneous and dynamic in situ geo-

logic and geomechanical conditions. 

To further convolute the issue, current frack design 

and treatment practices are creating confusion in many 

E&P companies. This confusion stems from the lack of 

available practical modeling tools that:

• identify the geologic and geomechanical drivers of 

performance variability in the subsurface;

• quantitatively identify the treatment parameters that 

could be economically used to overcome any geologic 

or geomechanical anomaly around the wellbore; and 

• estimate the impact of these variable treatments with 

fast modeling tools and then compare the predicted 

behavior to the actual stimulation response and the 

fnal production profle. 

The workfow presented here addresses these short-

comings by integrating a coupled geophysical, geological 

and geomechanical (3G) workfow with a constrained 

asymmetric frack design model. 

Wolfcamp application
The 3G workfow was applied to a Wolfcamp well to 

address concerns of well interference. Using the feld-val-

idated material point method geomechanical fracture 

simulator and continuous fracture modeling, the interac-

tion of hydraulic fractures and natural fractures (derived 

from seismic attributes, Figure 1A) is simulated, resulting 

in the modeled strain induced in the rock. This serves 

as a proxy for stimulated permeability (Figure 1B). Fig-

ure 1B shows the extent of rock deformation resulting 

from the pressure applied on the fracture initiation 

points. The stimulated area is detected automatically 

and outlined in the frack design tool. The asymmetric 

geomechanical half-lengths are measured on both sides 

of the wellbore for each fracture stage (Figure 1B) and 

are exported as constraints for the new asymmetric frack 

design tool. 

By imposing these asymmetric geomechanical half-

lengths to the frack design tool, the company is able to 

account for the stress gradients resulting from variable 

Optimized completion workfow 
validated in the Wolfcamp 

New integrated workfow couples geoscience data with a constrained asymmetric frack 

model to clear up confusion in current frack design and treatment practices.

FIGURE 1. A) An equivalent fracture model was derived from 

seismic curvature and used as input in the geomechanical 

workfow. B) A strain map was derived after putting pressure  

in 40 frack stages. Red values represent high strain values  

indicating successful stimulation, while pink values represent 

the estimated geomechanical asymmetric half-lengths based 

on strain. (Source: FracGeo)
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elastic properties, natural fractures and pressure deple-

tion encountered not only along the wellbore but all 

around the stimulated wells.

The frack model starts by modeling the pore pressure, 

overburden and horizontal stresses and their geology- 

driven variation, which is translated into reservoir strain 

or stimulated permeability by the fracture geomechanical 

simulator. All are derived from relevant logs and seismic 

data and validated by actual feld measurements. 

The model governs the initiation and propagation 

of the hydraulic fractures interacting with the geologic 

heterogeneity by calculating the net pressure at the 

fracture tip. The effect of lateral stress gradients and the 

viscous gradient along the fracture length are incorpo-

rated in the fundamental pressure balance equation at 

the fracture tip to determine the growth of the fracture. 

Mass balance, fuid momentum, pressure-width relations 

applied with appropriate initial and boundary condi-

tions result in a realistic and fast frack design model. 

The frack model can be validated using pressure logging 

tools, chemical tracers and microseismic, if available. 

This is where complex geomechanical science meets 

practical implementation and feld validation.

The leak-off coeffcient, which determines the con-

tribution of the fuid leak-off due to opening of nat-

ural fractures, is fne-tuned to account for asymmetry 

observed in geomechanical modeling. 

Once the optimum reservoir parameters are computed, 

other design parameters such as the injection rate, fuid 

viscosity, and proppant concentration and type can be 

optimized to achieve a more consistent proppant distribu-

tion. With the help of additional constraints the model is 

able to estimate optimum fracture height, lat-

eral stress gradient, fracture conductivity and 

proppant concentration as seen in Figure 2A. 

Operators can use this workfow to optimize 

their completions and asset development strat-

egy. A major missing link between frack design 

and reservoir simulation is addressed with this 

workfow rooted in geological and geophysical 

data. It then defnes the stimulated reservoir 

volume (SRV) using the frack design results 

(conductivity and proppant concentration). 

Once the SRV is estimated in 3-D, it can 

then be used in conjunction with the strain 

or the frack design results to export to res-

ervoir simulators not only SRV geometry but 

also the stimulated permeability or any of its 

proxies such as strain or proppant concen-

tration. This could be used with aided history 

matching capabilities found in most reservoir 

simulators. This 3G-driven reservoir simulation workfow 

enables greater effciencies in shale management and 

return on investment optimization through model-driven 

well spacing and pad development strategies.

In the considered Wolfcamp well, the fracture heights, 

fracture conductivity and proppant concentrations 

derived at each frack stage were used to defne the SRV 

in 3-D. The resulting SRV was exported to a 3-D geocel-

lular grid used for classical reservoir simulation. 

Different cut-off values for conductivity could be used 

when exporting the SRV and a preview of the expected 

depletion achieved since the use of a high cut-off value 

will help identify the best frack stages.  

Well results
In this Wolfcamp example, minimizing interference 

with a neighboring well was the major challenge 

addressed. To address the possible zones of interfer-

ence seen in Figure 2A, the stage spacing was locally 

increased to 152 m (500 ft), and the treatment was mod-

ifed in the middle stages of the well. This resulted in 

reducing the number of stages from 40 to 34, specifcally 

in zones indicating high probability of interference. 

The design was altered from pumping a mixture of 

320,000 lb of 100 mesh and 40/70 mesh sand to 220,000 lb 

of 40/70 mesh sand, and the injected fuid viscosity was 

increased from 10 centipoise (cP) for slick water to 30 cP 

for linear gel as better carrying capacity was required to 

pump 40/70 mesh sand alone. The injection rate was 

reduced from 105 bbl/min to 80 bbl/min. As illustrated in 

Figure 2B, this integrated approach signifcantly reduced 

the possibility of frack hits and well interference.

HYDRAULIC  

FRACTURING

FIGURE 2. A) Proppant concentration in 3-D shows possible zones of  

interference. B) The effect of increasing the stage spacing and modifed  

treatment was successfully applied to avoid possible frack hits.  

(Source: FracGeo)
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Tom Fuggle, Permasense

S
and and sea in the Caribbean is normally an indi-

cation of a relaxing summer holiday and a pleasant 

time for all concerned. But when it comes to sand and 

its impact upon topsides production equipment, the 

experience is not so welcome.

On an operator’s gas production platform situated 

about 80 km (50 miles) off the east coast of Trinidad and 

Tobago, sand erosion was a particular challenge and one 

that the operator was conscious of from the outset. 

Since going into production in 2009, the platform has 

become one of the largest net producers of natural gas in 

the operator’s global portfolio, with average production 

of about 17 MMcm/d (600 MMcf/d) of gas in addition to 

associated condensate from four wells. The facility sits in a 

water depth of about 90 m (300 ft) and is a signifcant rev-

enue generator for the Trinidad and Tobago operation.

Sand and sea challenge
As with any asset, maintaining integrity to ensure opti-

mum output and meet regulatory requirements is a 

priority, which presents its own logistical problems in an 

unmanned offshore platform.  

Traditionally diffcult to detect and evaluate, the rate of 

erosion due to sand is rarely linear over time and intensi-

fes rapidly with an increase in fow rates. Sand can remove 

metal and cause damage very quickly. Operators must 

therefore walk a careful line between conservative produc-

tion rates, which lower revenues, or driving the assets hard-

er and increasing the risk of unplanned outages or even 

loss of hydrocarbon containment. 

Permanently mounted acoustic sand detectors and 

alarms had been deployed on 

the stainless steel topside risers 

of this particular platform. 

The sensors detected the pres-

ence and quantity of produced 

sand and therefore indirectly 

indicated the likelihood of 

erosion taking place. However, 

they provided little informa-

tion about the shape, size and 

hardness of the sand particles, 

all of which can signifcantly 

affect metal erosion rates. 

Sand erosion management  
in the Caribbean 

Real-time monitoring of sand erosion on an unmanned platform’s equipment  

in the Caribbean Sea is maximizing gas production.

The Permasense ultrasound  

sensors were initially installed  

in areas of elevated erosion  

risk, monitoring a producing 

high-velocity gas well  

experiencing the highest  

sand production rate. Well  

productivity went up by 12%,  

maximizing production while  

staying within the safety  

parameters. (Source: Permasense)
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Intrusive pitfalls
Intrusive methods that place a sacrifcial probe inside 

the fuid stream and measure its demise as it corrodes 

or erodes also are able to indirectly detect periods of 

high wear.

However, since they are not measuring the pipework, 

they do not give the operator an understanding of the 

actual asset condition. Intrusive methods also come with 

additional hazards—getting the worn probe out from 

inside the pipe is a skilled and dangerous activity. Safety 

concerns around online probe replacement are causing 

many operators to reduce their use or not replace them 

once they have expired.

The acoustic sand detectors and intrusive probes were 

not able to measure the actual impact of the produced 

sand—metal loss—on pipework integrity as it happened. 

Instead of continuous monitoring of asset piping integrity 

during production, maintenance operatives had to take 

periodic manual wall thickness measurements and make 

incomplete extrapolations on erosion rates using very min-

imal datasets. The reliance on manual measurements was 

made more expensive by the hard-to-access site: A dedicat-

ed crew of four was helicoptered in every three months to 

inspect the integrity of the topside risers and pipe work. In 

addition, the acoustic sand sensors had to be recalibrated 

onsite every six months.

The operator also ran computational models to under-

stand the impact of given levels of sand production. But 

the shortage of actual integrity measurements meant that 

the production rates were being throttled back substan-

tially to avoid sand erosion issues.

Output vs. well integrity
The operator wanted to ensure that production was 

optimized to maximize revenue and increase payback 

from the signifcant capex investment.

The initial discovery well for this platform indicated 

that there was upward of 56 Bcm (2 Tcf) of natural 

gas in place. For the client, sand erosion wasn’t solely 

a question of maintaining its assets, essential though 

that is. It also wanted to maximize output from this 

signifcant discovery. But increasing production 

without understanding the immediate effect on well 

integrity would be as reckless and with potentially 

damaging consequences. 

The operator had previously worked closely with 

Permasense to develop a new method of measuring 

the level of erosion and corrosion within piping. The 

method was already installed in all of its refneries 

downstream, so a program to roll out the technology to 

upstream assets was underway. The platform was iden-

tifed as a valuable target where the technology would 

offer signifcant advantages. 

Permasense’s solution uses proven ultrasonic prin-

ciples for measuring the thickness of any fxed equip-

ment. But instead of relying on inspection teams to 

periodically take these measurements and record them 

manually, permanently mounted sensors deliver the 

data wirelessly to existing communications infrastruc-

ture used by the onshore operations team. The team 

members can then view and analyze the information 

without leaving their desks. 

Targeted measurements
The sensors were initially installed in areas of elevated 

erosion risk. These included areas experiencing the 

highest fow velocities in one of the producing wells that 

had the highest sand production rate. 

A cluster of sensors was installed in an array formation 

downstream of the frst cushioned Tee, and a circum-

ferential ring of sensors was installed downstream of the 

choke. Once the initial installation on a single well was 

complete and providing a regular supply of consistent 

and robust data, a similar system was installed on the 

additional producing wells. 

In addition, the operator was concerned that pro-

duced sand from the facility would carry over through 

the fowline to a neighboring gathering platform, from 

where the produced gas is then pumped back to shore. 

A further 80 sensors were installed in a grid formation 

on the inlet manifold of the carbon steel fowline from 

this platform to the neighboring manned platform.

The frst batch of sensors was mounted onto threaded 

studs that had to be welded to the pipe. However, to 

overcome diffculties associated with qualifying a weld 

procedure for use in a live production environment, 

Permasense mounted the next group of sensors onto 

clamps designed to further simplify installation in an 

upstream production environment. The company has 

since developed a magnetically mounted sensor that 

can measure through external corrosion protection 

coatings to further ease installation.

Once the locations for monitoring on the platform 

were selected, installation and commissioning of the 

system was very straightforward, taking just one day. The 

system began to deliver data immediately and reliably to 

the desks of the operator’s onshore engineers.

New insight into condition
With the system installed, previously unavailable insights 

into the condition and capability of the fxed equipment 

on the platform have become available. 
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By default, it transmits measurements on wall  
thickness back to shore every 12 hours. Onshore 
engineers have on occasion increased the measure-
ment rates during times of elevated potential risk, 
such as periods of high sand production or changes 
to production fow rates. Data management software 
within the system calculates the rate of wall loss and 
classifes the measurement locations by user-defned 
rate thresholds. 

The data are mainly viewed and analyzed by asset 
integrity specialists at the operator’s offce in Port of 
Spain on the island of Trinidad but also are available 
for viewing from any device on the operator’s network. 
The team can instantly analyze data and compare those 
against historical trends. 

Early warning system
Graphical representations of the data indicate which 
sections of the infrastructure show signs of degradation. 
In effect, the system acts as an early warning indicator, 

which enables the Trinidad and Tobago operating team 
to monitor the impact of changes to production rates 
and adjust them as necessary. 

With this new insight the team has increased well 
productivity by 12% and is confdent that the impact 
on erosion rates is well within safety parameters. This 
increase in production is equivalent to an increase 
in saleable gas of 849,505 cu. m (30 MMcf/d) of gas, 
equivalent to a U.S. $90,000/d rise in revenue (at a 
price of $3/MMcf). 

The monitoring solution has revolutionized the 
operator’s knowledge and management of sand ero-
sion using trusted ultrasound technology. The level 
of data, insight and analysis that this has given the 
operator is making a major contribution to optimizing 
output. The operator achieved payback within days 
because of the safe increase in production.

The operator is now installing the Permasense system 
on other manned and unmanned gas production plat-
forms in the region. 
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Michael Dickin, Lloyd’s Register 

A
t a time when companies are downsizing, with 

periods often ensuing where there are few if any 

semisubmersible design and construction projects 

underway, the need to support the industry with knowl-

edge retention is a key requirement. 

This has acted as a driver for the recent publication 

of a procedure for the strength and fatigue assessments 

of semisubmersible units as well as updates to Lloyd’s 

Register’s “Rules for Offshore Units,” which cover classif-

cation requirements for semisubmersible units. 

This year’s depressed offshore market also has pro-

duced a situation in which double digit numbers of 

semisubmersible drilling rigs have been unable to pick 

up proftable contracts and are being cold-stacked as a 

result. What will become of these units in the future?  

Alternative uses
The semisubmersible unit lends itself well to change of 

use because ship motions are favorable and there is a 

good amount of deck space to work with. Drilling units 

can become foating production units, accommodation 

facilities and dive support vessels. 

In the future more alternative uses are likely to be 

seen such as foating chemical processing plants, desali-

nation plants and power plants. Who knows if the next 

generation of semisubmersible units will be the return 

of the recent cold-stacked units into service, perhaps 

Preparing for the next generation 
of semisubmersible units 

A standardized classifcation approach is helping to improve industry effciency and  

better retain knowledge on semisubmersible designs.

The semisubmersible unit lends itself well to change of use because its motions are favorable, with a good amount of deck space 

to work with. Drilling units can become foating production units, accommodation facilities or dive support vessels, with other future 

alternatives to possibly include foating chemical processing, desalination and power plants. (Source: Lloyd’s Register)
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redesigned or modifed, some with new owners and some 

with different roles? 

What the industry can be certain of is that when the 

growth returns, there will be a new generation of naval 

architects that will work on these projects. By publishing 

best practices, the industry can make sure that they have 

access to its lessons learned. 

Lloyd’s Register also has been looking at ways in which 

it can standardize its design review of semisubmersible 

units going forward. The industry has to adapt to deliver-

ing these projects in a low oil price climate. This means 

being more time-effcient, and having more prescriptive 

requirements will help achieve this. 

Bigger picture
But it is important not to lose sight of the bigger picture. 

Every time a new standard comes out there is the 

danger that it will reduce the safety review to a tick box 

exercise. There is the possibility that things that fall out-

side of what the standard was originally intended for get 

overlooked. There is the tendency to say, “Well, it meets 

the standard; therefore, it must be safe.” As such, Lloyd’s 

Register’s main goal is actually not to produce standards 

but to manage the knowledge necessary to ensure that 

designs are safe.

Producing standards is a great way to deposit knowl-

edge, but they need to be accompanied by training and 

case studies so that the practitioners understand where 

the requirements came from, what the limits are and how 

to approach designs from frst principles when necessary.

A recent fatality on a semisubmersible has highlight-

ed a need to bring more attention to designing for 

wave impacts. Lloyd’s Register has introduced new rule 

requirements for model test specifcations and reporting 

to bring more rigor to this part of the design stage where 

wave impacts can be identifed. 

Model testing
Model testing is an area where Lloyd’s Register saw great 

opportunity to standardize and offer best practice to 

the industry. Some of the longest reports the company 

receives to review are model test reports—the longest 

one so far being 15,000 pages. Although this was an 

exception, upward of a thousand pages is quite com-

monplace. Therefore, Lloyd’s Register wanted to look at 

a more effcient way of reviewing these reports. 

Further investigation found that there was quite a differ-

ence in the level of testing and reporting between projects 

and test facilities. This is not to say that some tests were 

good and others not, quite the contrary. In fact, every 

test had its own merits, but it was clear that there was the 

opportunity to combine the best aspects of several case 

studies together into standardized rule requirements that 

not only could be better than any individual effort but 

would also allow time savings for reviewing the reports.

Real projects
The new procedure focuses on answering questions the 

company has been asked by designers on real projects. 

Designers are looking to have their design approved 

frst time, so Lloyd’s Register has put a lot of detail into 

the procedure in order that this is achievable. What typ-

ically causes delays in the assessment phase is the need 

to revisit how the structure has been modeled, agreeing 

fatigue factors of safety and adding additional load cases 

to ensure that the most critical load combinations that 

could occur in service have been assessed. 

A lot of detailed requirements have been added to mit-

igate delays in these areas. Specifcally regarding the way 

structures are modeled, this affects the accuracy of the 

results, which is something that often is underestimated.

Lloyd’s Register has found that for every hour spent 

designing the hull, another hour is spent designing the 

interfaces with that hull. Therefore, the procedure has 

taken an all-inclusive approach, covering requirements 

for the interfaces in as much detail as for the hull. By 

covering both within the same procedure, Lloyd’s can 

ensure that consistent design methods and assumptions 

are used between the hull and interfaces. This is an area 

where there often is a disconnect as a result of the hull 

and interfaces being designed by different teams or even 

different companies that are not always in communica-

tion with each other.

Detailed documentation
There is also a lot of emphasis on what documentation 

needs to be seen. At frst glance it is easy to think that it is 

excessive, but the greater the level of detail, the easier it is 

to identify errors, which ultimately leads to a safer design. 

In addition, what is not always appreciated at the 

design phase is how highly sought-after documentation 

becomes in later years when the basis of design needs to 

be revisited for upgrades, modifcations or investigations. 

Sometimes vessels are sold, and design documents are 

not always passed on to the new owners. 

Similarly, once a vessel has been built, the responsibili-

ty for it might change hands within the company from 

the design team to the operations team. In most cases 

there is a handover of design documentation, but Lloyd’s 

does not take this for granted. Lloyd’s Register, in effect, 

mitigates the risk of loss of data by retaining very detailed 

documentation independently. 
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UNCONVENTIONAL REPORT:  

PERMIAN BASIN

Jessica Pair, Stratas Advisors

O
ver the course of the last six years or so, U.S. 

shale has drastically changed the landscape of 

how supply meets demand and what those dynamics 

must be to achieve global market equilibrium. When 

prices increased so dramatically in 2011, there was a 

rush to begin drilling and entering into domestic shale 

plays, where operators focused on optimizing drilling 

techniques and establishing a large inventory of wells. 

Despite the development rush, there was still a global 

factor that needed to be monitored and maintained, 

which is the global supply and demand balance. The 

increased production from onshore shale combined 

with other lucrative supply sources, as well as the recov-

ering global economy, all worked to widen the gap 

between the world’s supply and its consumption needs. 

In the U.S. the Permian often has been regarded as 

the workhorse of the shale plays in the U.S. and is one 

of the oldest producing regions (Figure 1). With its frst 

wells drilled in the 1920s, the basin has produced bil-

lions of barrels from its legacy wells. The basin benefts 

from established infrastructure throughout the region, 

easy access to the Gulf Coast and multiple target zones 

that are productive for oil and gas exploration. Within 

the Permian there are three well-known formations 

that contribute to the play’s success: the Spraberry, 

Wolfcamp and Bone Spring. Since 2009 it is estimated 

that 75% of the production increase within the play 

can be attributed to these formations. Historically, the 

Midland sub-basin has been the more actively drilled 

area and most cost-competitive. However, operators 

have begun to move more heavily into the Delaware 

sub-basin and have been garnering more productive 

well results and better economics. 

Utilizing 6,800 wells drilled since 2012 across the 

Permian Basin, Stratas Advisors calculated the median 

30-year EUR for each county. It was determined that 

median EURs typically range between 100 Mboe per well 

to greater than 500 Mboe per well, with the best results 

focused within Loving and Reeves counties (Figure 2). 

The Permian has weathered extremely well since the 

initial downturn in market prices toward year-end 2014. 

The Permian Basin: update  
on economic reality 
The Permian’s core counties produce a median breakeven  

below $40/bbl for the top 25% of wells drilled.
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FIGURE 1. The Permian Basin production forecast and price forecast for WTI ($/bbl) shows a gradual uptick through 2018.  

(Source: Stratas Advisors)
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The basin has beaten 
many production esti-
mates and continues to 
outpace other regions 
in terms of output. 
Despite the overall 
production increases 
the play has shown, 
the basin has begun 
to show minor month-
over-month declines 
since April 2016. Even 
though these declines 
have begun in recent 
months, Stratas projects 
that the play will con-
tinue to show year-over-
year growth from 2016 
to 2017. Stratas esti-
mates that market prices 
will increase to average 
about $50/bbl West 
Texas Intermediate 
(WTI) in 2017, with 
2018 expecting to recov-
er further to average 
close to $60/bbl. When 
the median well-level 
economics from 6,800 
wells across the basin is 
compared and ranked 
by vintage, the medi-
an breakevens have 
continuously trended 
downward since 2012. 
Currently, the median 
breakeven across the 
basin ranges from about 
$54/bbl to $64/bbl. 
When focusing on the 
top 25% of these wells 
by economic and pro-
duction performance, 
the median breakeven 
decreases to a range of about $30/bbl to $33/bbl. 
Under market conditions fuctuating between $40/bbl 
and $48/bbl, the top 25% of wells drilled within the 
Permian remain economic (Figure 3). 

Whether focusing on the Permian Basin or any other 
shale basins across the U.S., it is becoming increasingly 
paramount to focus within the “core of the core” acre-

age to achieve economic returns and generous well 
results. The Permian offers unique opportunities for 
producers within the region, with the core counties pro-
ducing a median breakeven below $40/bbl for the top 
25% of wells drilled. As operators continue to drill 
more effcient wells with much larger returns, Stratas 
expects to see the basin continue its production 
increase and lead the industry in its recovery. 
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FIGURE 3. The median breakeven of the top 25% of wells drilled ($/bbl at WTI) indicates improved economics 

even at lower prices. (Source: Stratas Advisors)

FIGURE 2. Median 30-year EUR for each county (Mboe) clearly shows the core areas of the play. (Source: 

Stratas Advisors)
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MERITORIOUS AWARDS  

FOR ENGINEERING INNOVATION

Baker Hughes’ FTeX was honored as a formation evaluation  

winner. From left are Herman Nieuwoudt,  Marcelo Civarolo,  Izhar 

Azmad, Rhonda Duey, Denyse Di Miele, Rusty Mceacharn and 

James Cernosek. (Photos courtesy of CorporateEventImages.com)

DeepTrekker was honored for its DTG2 ROV in the subsea  

systems category. From left are Russell Laas, Cody Warner  

and Amanda Coulas.

FlexGen took home honors in the onshore rigs category for 

its FlexGen solid-state generator. From left are Josh Prueher, 

Rhonda Duey and Doug Moorehead.

Baker Hughes won an award in the water management  

category for its BrineCare fracturing fuid system. From left are 

Bridget Todd, Jennifer Presley, Don Samples and Harold Brannon. 

Baker Hughes won a formation evaluation award for its Integrity 

eXplorer cement evaluation service. From left are Dinesh Shah, 

Rajdeep Das, Izhar Ahmad, Rhonda Duey, Ryan Rocheleau and 

John Salyer.

Baker Hughes’ Talon Force bit took home the award in the 

drillbits category. From left are Danielle Fuselier, Edwin Reek, 

Richard Borge, Suresh Patel, S. Craig Russell, Jennifer Presley, 

Chris Charles and Robin Robinson.
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Halliburton’s Advanced Perforating Flow Laboratory was 

honored in the exploration category. From left are Vadim 

Akhmadikin, Shankar Narayan, Rhonda Duey, Rory DeHart, 

Soraya Brombacher and Jim Hill.

The Halliburton SmartPlex downhole control system 

won in the IOR/EOR/Remediation category. From 

left are Bruce Gavin, Elias Garcia, Rhonda Duey 

and Colin McKay.

Schlumberger’s BroadBand composite fracturing fuids  

technology won the drilling fuids category. From left are 

Alejandro Peña, Renato Barbedo, Rhonda Duey, Zied Ben 

Hamad and Bruno Lecerf.

The xWATER fuid delivery system by Schlumberger took home 

honors in the water management category. From left are Renato 

Barbedo, Juan Miguel Perez Rincon, Sherif Foda (formerly with 

Schlumberger), Jesse Farrell, Rhonda Duey, Moin Muhammad, 

Zied Ben Hamad and Sergey Makarychev-Mikhailov.

The ICE UltraHT drilling service by Schlumberger won the  

drilling systems category. From left are Jimmy Varughese, 

Aaron Haddon, Mohamed Merad, Rhonda Duey, Juan Restrepo, 

Paul Mitchell and Bruce Miller.

Schlumberger and Saudi Aramco joined forces to create the Manara production 

and reservoir management system and were rewarded with an MEA in the  

intelligent systems and completions category. From left are Yousif Abuahmad 

(Saudi Aramco), Eric Moellendick (Saudi Aramco), Nabeel Habib (Saudi Aramco), 

Sherif Foda (formerly with Schlumberger), Rhonda Duey, Ashraf Tahini (Saudi 

Aramco), Henry Phan (Schlumberger) and Mohamed Aly Sadek (Schlumberger).
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Kirk Schoppe (left) and Nate Banda (right) accept a 

water management award from Jennifer Presley (middle) 

for Select Energy Services’ AquaView technology.

Trelleborg Sealing Solutions took home the marine construction and 

decommissioning award for its SealWelding technology. Seated in the 

front row, from left, are Genaro Becerra, Tom Zozokos, Nathan West, Eric 

Bucci, Barry Clough and James Simpson. 

Weatherford’s John Raine accepts an  

MEA award for the HSE category for 

the company’s Hand and Finger Injury 

Prevention Program from Rhonda Duey.

Jennifer Presley presented Zentech Inc. with an award for winning the 

foating systems and rigs category with its R-550D system. 

Publisher Russell Laas (right) was on hand to award 

Trelleborg for its FireStop technology, which won in the 

foating systems and rigs category.

TAM International won the hydraulic fracturing/completions category for its PosiFrac 

toe sleeve. From left are Russell Laas, Justin Bowersock, Caleb Kelley, Rhonda Duey, 

Ray Frisby and Mike Beleau.
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tech
WATCH

Ashley Francis, Earthworks

T
he hardness of rocks in the subsurface 

varies with factors such as depth of 

burial, compaction, porosity, lithological 

composition and the presence of hydro-

carbons. In a seismic survey, the refection 

strength (seismic amplitude) is a measure 

of the contrast in properties between two 

subsurface layers. Using seismic inversion, 

the measured refection strength can be 

converted to relative impedance, indicating 

the relative change of the rock property 

impedance, or hardness, as the interpreter 

moves from one layer to the next.

A map of amplitudes associated with an 

interpreted seismic pick might be inter-

preted in terms of lateral variations of the 

geology. In order of magnitude from stron-

gest to weakest, rock property changes that 

might result in amplitude variations that 

might be seen and interpreted on seismic 

are typically lithology, porosity, presence of 

gas and presence of oil.

The amplitude variations most diffcult 

to detect are those caused by the pres-

ence of direct hydrocarbon indicators 

(DHIs), oil in particular being a very sub-

tle effect. In a modern seismic inversion 

workfow, the inversion is typically per-

formed prestack, which allows the imped-

ance to be represented as amplitude vs. 

offset (AVO) anomalies.

A very signifcant risk factor with amplitude analysis (and 

AVO interpretation) is that thickness-related tuning effects 

severely distort amplitudes, complicating analysis in gener-

Seismic amplitudes beneft  
from seismic trace detuning 
Methodology generates corrected amplitudes for interpretation and de-risks amplitude 

anomaly analysis and direct hydrocarbon detection from seismic data.
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FIGURE 1. This fgure shows a wedge of 

brine-saturated sand (top), the modeled 

seismic reservoir impedance response 

(center) and the picked amplitude for the 

yellow-green sand event as a function of 

the time thickness of the wedge (bottom). 

(Source: Earthworks)
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al and introducing issues of reliability and uncertainty in 

the identifcation of genuine amplitude anomalies. Tuning 

is defned as constructive or destructive interference result-

ing from two or more layers around a quarter of the dom-

inant wavelength, and it particularly affects the detection 

of AVO anomalies, including DHIs. It is very common for 

amplitude maps to be analyzed and interpreted while com-

pletely ignoring tuning effects. Thickness-related tuning 

effects are the single largest  factor affecting amplitudes in 

seismic data, larger than any other effects due to geological 

changes, including lithology or hydrocarbon fuid effects. 

Pakistan example
The signifcance of the effect of tuning can be demon-

strated using a simple constant property “wedge” 

model. An example for a soft 

sand reservoir in the Kadan-

wari Field, Pakistan, is shown 

in Figure 1. Initial rock phys-

ics modeling indicated that 

gas-charged reservoir sand 

would be expected to be 

about 25% brighter than a 

brine sand, so an initial geo-

logical assumption was that 

amplitude maps at reservoir 

level would indicate the pres-

ence and distribution of gas-

charged sands.

The model in the top panel 

of Figure 1 is of a wedge of 

brine-saturated sand. All of 

the layers have constant rock 

properties, and only the thick-

ness is changing, thinning 

from left to right. The center 

panel shows the modeled 

seismic relative impedance 

response. The reservoir inter-

val appears as the yellow- and 

green-colored (low-imped-

ance) layers, but note that  

the amplitude varies from 

yellow (left), through green 

(bright) in the middle and 

then decays again to the right. 

There are no property chang-

es in the model; the ampli-

tude change is only caused by 

the thickness variation.

The lower panel plots the 

picked amplitude for the yellow-green sand event as 

a function of the time thickness of the wedge. Note 

how the amplitude reaches a maximum at about 13 

ms and then falls off to about half the peak ampli-

tude at about 35 ms. The amplitude change as a 

function of thickness (the tuning effect) is a variation 

of +/- 100% and is much larger than the expected 

amplitude change of about 25% due to the presence 

of gas.

Until recently, the only way to detune seismic ampli-

tudes was to interpret a seismic event, extract the 

thickness and amplitudes in the form of maps and then 

detune the mapped response. A map-based approach 

is slow, potentially inconsistent and may be subject to 

interpreter bias.
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Direct detuning of seismic traces
In response to this, Earthworks Reservoir has researched 

and developed a detuning methodology called DT-AMP 

that is capable of directly detuning seismic traces in 

2-D or 3-D surveys. By detuning the entire impedance 

seismic section output, false amplitude indicators are 

suppressed and genuine anomalies highlighted. The 

method has been successfully trialed with clients over 

the last two years.  

The DT-AMP algorithm can use refection seismic 

or relative or deterministic inversion results as input 

(Figure 2). The outputs are detuned impedance data-

sets. The method works on both prestack and post-stack 

seismic inversion products. 

Through the application of this technique:

• Tuning curves can be analyzed without any seismic 

picking, thus accelerating the analysis and detuning 

of the seismic traces;

• Because the seismic trace data themselves and not 

maps are detuned, comparison of pre- and post- 

detuning responses signifcantly accelerates inter-

pretation and mapping of amplitude anomalies by 

focusing interpretation effort on genuine amplitude 

and AVO anomalies, signifcantly decreasing subse-

quent interpretation effort and, of course, risk;

• Seismic amplitudes can be de-risked, and the 

input data to subsequent interpretation or  

seismic attribute work are not contaminated by 

tuning effects;

• Robust identifcation of potential DHIs from seismic 

data by removing potentially false DHI signatures 

caused by thickness related tuning can be enabled; and

• More consistent amplitude and thickness interpreta-

tion can be enabled, allowing picking and mapping 

using ancillary attribute products from DT-AMP. 

Example applications for these include generation 

of regional play fairway maps and rapid identifca-

tion of amplitude anomalies.

The DT-AMP detuning algorithm has wide application 

and has been used successfully in frontier basin explo-

ration offshore southern Africa; the U.K. Continental 

Shelf southern gas basin for both well risk reduction 

and acreage relinquishment decisions; identifying seis-

mic net pay directly on 3-D seismic and subsequently 

proving up the prediction with drilling in North Africa; 

gas reserve identifcation, delineation and quantifcation 

over multiple reservoirs offshore the Nile Delta; and for 

shallow gas hazard amplitude de-risking.

In summary, seismic trace detuning is a signifcant 

development in seismic amplitude analysis (Figure 3). It 

accelerates seismic amplitude analysis, generates correct-

ed amplitudes for interpretation and de-risks amplitude 

anomaly analysis and direct hydrocarbon detection from 

seismic data.  

FIGURE 3. This fgure shows the amplitude map before detuning (left). Very bright amplitudes are tuning, and the feld outline is  

indistinct. After DT-AMP detuning (right), the amplitudes in the southern area now show the reservoir continuity observed in the wells, 

and the feld outline is very sharply defned. Color scaling is unaltered between the two images. (Source: Earthworks)
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Katherine Hird, AspenTech

E
&P companies today are faced with a number of 

challenges, from increasing regulatory requirements 

to emissions penalties and rising production costs. 

To reduce emissions as well as comply with all HSE 

standards and maintain production levels proftably, 

organizations need advanced engineering modeling 

software tools to enable better decisions about processes 

throughout the asset life cycle. 

Increasing regulatory compliance requirements
The majority of greenhouse gases (GHGs) derive from 

burning fossil fuels to produce energy. According to the 

International Energy Agency, the chemical and petro-

chemical industry accounts for 30% of global industrial 

energy use and 16% of direct CO2 emissions. More than 

half of the hydrocarbons used in the industry are for 

feedstock, which cannot be reduced through energy 

effciency measures and create issues for a number of 

companies around the world. 

Emissions controls have increased in scope world-

wide over the past decade. The Convention on Climate 

Change, an international treaty that sets binding obliga-

tions on industrialized countries to reduce GHG emis-

sions, has led many developed countries to agree to legal-

ly binding limitations or reductions in their emissions. 

For example, the EU is committed to a 20% reduction in 

energy consumption and 20% fewer emissions by 2020. 

In the U.K., climate laws require a reduction in emissions 

of at least 80% (from the 1990 baseline) by 2050. 

Elsewhere, countries such as Russia are working to 

identify ways to modernize plants to lower energy costs 

and GHG emissions. China wants to change its igno-

minious role as the world’s largest producer of carbon 

emissions. The country is taking signifcant steps to adopt 

sustainable energy management policies, as demonstrated 

by Beijing’s announced plan to ban all coal use by 2020. 

As one of the world’s most developed nations, the 

U.S. has witnessed tremendous industrial growth 

through the shale gas revolution. However, U.S. GHGs 

also have increased. According to the U.S. Energy 

Information Administration, in 2011 86% of GHG 

emissions were energy-related, and 92% of those ener-

gy-related gases were CO2 from the combustion of fossil 

fuels. Petroleum is the largest fuel source of CO2 emis-

sions from energy consumption in the U.S. 

Further afeld, the growth in oil and gas production in 

the Middle East has seen carbon emissions increase in 

Managing emissions  
in the carbon world 
Advanced engineering modeling tools can help  

the industry meet regulatory challenges. 

With integrated engineering software tools, companies can 

model, track and reduce CO2 emissions more effectively from 

design through operation processes. (Source: AspenTech)
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recent decades. The huge demand for energy domestically 

and internationally has meant that the use of petrochemi-

cals and other environmentally noxious materials has con-

tributed signifcantly to the deterioration of the region’s 

air quality and atmospheric conditions. Although the 

Middle East is not bound to GHG emissions reductions 

by the Kyoto Protocol, Middle East operators and govern-

ments are making commitments to reduce CO2 emissions. 

Maintaining, increasing production levels 
In addition to understanding compliance requirements, 

E&P companies also are faced with day-to-day challenges 

of increasing production and minimizing costs while 

maintaining safety within their operations. In recent 

years, as oil and gas felds have become less accessible 

and their hydrocarbon quality has become more vari-

able, this idea of maintaining or increasing production 

levels has emerged as a key feld development goal. 

One of the most pronounced challenges in meeting 

this goal is managing the complex hydraulics of pipe-

lines used in gathering systems to transport the oil and 

gas from wells to processing facilities. 

As these pipelines grow longer in new felds, deeper 

in offshore environments or simply older in aging imple-

mentations, E&P companies face critical problems for 

which they need better performance prediction and trou-

bleshooting tools. From a business standpoint, solving 

these technical challenges is increasingly a priority since 

the capex involved in constructing and retroftting gath-

ering systems represents a high proportion of develop-

ment costs. Of course, possible losses in feld proftability 

due to fow interruptions are even more costly. As the oil 

and gas industry requires more accurate and comprehen-

sive modeling capabilities for pipeline hydraulics, many 

are turning to advanced engineering solutions for help. 

Enabling better process decisions
It’s likely that the global focus on emissions reductions 

and regulations will not abate anytime soon. As a result, 

companies are in need of effective energy management 
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processes that support the sustainability and proftability 

of an operation. Second to raw materials, energy is the 

largest expense in most chemical and refning processes. 

Refneries and petrochemical companies that invest in 

energy management for emissions reductions and eff-

ciency gain a competitive advantage.

One way to do this is by standardizing an integrated 

engineering environment. With these software tools 

companies can model, track and reduce CO2 emissions 

more effectively from design through operation pro-

cesses. For example, with the fexible modeling capabil-

ities available today, organizations can look at a variety 

of design scenarios and investigate project constraints 

to help determine the physical and economic viability 

of alternative systems. This feature can be used when 

designing new plants, redesigning existing plants or 

simulating and optimizing plant processes. By imple-

menting these software tools to model and manage the 

operations, companies can achieve emissions reductions 

of up to 40%. 

An integrated 

engineering software 

suite gives upstream 

companies the ability 

to manage energy 

to meet compliance 

requirements while 

also enabling them 

to maintain and even 

increase production 

with the capability to 

run simulation for 

fow through pipe-

lines with variables 

including pressure 

drop, fow, pipe mate-

rials, heat transfer, 

fow correlations, 

altitude change and 

many more. By using 

these advanced tools, 

companies can eas-

ily and accurately 

simulate pipelines 

from within the inte-

grated engineering 

environment not 

only in steady-state 

operations but also as 

felds and pipelines 

age. With access to 

this type of information, organizations can save millions 

of dollars in construction and maintenance costs associ-

ated with debottlenecking and fow assurance and pre-

vent production losses that could run into the billions 

of dollars across the life span of the feld.

Managing cleaner, more effcient operations 
Organizations must be vigilant in fnding new ways to 

lower their costs and maintain production while 

remaining environmentally conscious and avoiding 

emissions penalties. With advanced software companies 

can optimize day-to-day processing activities that will 

enable process manufacturers to make more informed 

and proftable decisions on energy-related issues rang-

ing from implementing cost-effective energy manage-

ment practices to reducing the impact of carbon 

emissions. These practices will in turn improve plant 

operational performance today as well as help achieve 

operational excellence and adapt to the future changes 

in regulations. 

Process optimization improves operational effciency for energy management, helping to meet increasingly 

strict regulatory compliance. (Source: AspenTech)
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Tackling wellsite-related geohazards 
During well planning oil companies need advice from 

specialists for both shallow hazard assessment and deeper 

pore pressure prediction. Fugro and Ikon Science have 

joined forces to offer an integration of these two services, 

according to a press release. Wellsite geohazards are 

a problem in many basins worldwide. These are often 

pressure-related phenomena and are regularly observed 

along the entire length of a wellbore from immediately 

subsea to the prospect. In the shallow section before 

the frst pressure containment string is installed they 

manifest as shallow gas or shallow water fows and in the 

deeper overburden as drilling kicks and losses. This new 

integrated service provides a continuous unbroken set 

of pressure profles from seabed to total depth. Richard 

Salisbury, senior consultant from Fugro GeoConsulting, 

said, “The integrated workfow brings together multiple 

aspects of subsurface geoscience and provides a better 

assessment of shallow-section geohazards, many of which 

are pressure-related. This approach will be particularly 

useful for wells in shelf to deepwater where data are lim-

ited and drilling is expensive.” ikonscience.com

Well construction software helps plan, drill 
and complete wells
Landmark, a Halliburton business line and provider of 

E&P software, has released the upgraded EDT 5000.14 

(Engineer’s Desktop), a news release stated. EDT deliv-

ers added functionality and improved usability to allow 

engineers to better design, execute and optimize well 

construction operations. Producers use EDT to design 

wells from the straightforward to the highly complex. 

Integration among the different engineering applica-

tions helps reduce technical and operational risk as an 

entire drilling department works from the same infor-

mation and scientifc models. The new EDT delivers 

added functionality by introducing the CasingWear 

application, which is designed to deliver more accurate 

modeling of casing integrity. The EDT suite is powered 

by Landmark’s DecisionSpace Platform. halliburton.com

Perforator system eliminates explosives
Energy Fishing & Rental Services has released the frst 

commercial perforating system that reliably operates 

without explosive charges, a press release stated. The 

Gator Multi-Use Perforating System uses a proprietary 

hydromechanical design to perforate casing effciently 

and effectively with a dramatic increase in safety com-

pared to conventional explosive perforating tools. The 

design enables repeat use, and the system can perform 

unlimited perforations in a single trip. The system is 

currently available with differential pressure ratings of 

10,000 psi and 15,000 psi. Applications include water 

injection well integrity, plug and abandonment, com-

pletions, and production. It also eliminates the need for 

toe sleeves, wet shoes and tubing-conveyed perforating 

runs. The system can be run in tandem with a coiled 

tubing cleanout run for well preparations prior to 

fracturing. Because it eliminates explosives, the Gator 

Perforator system is ideal for use in highly populated 

or high-traffc areas. The system is used in vertical and 

horizontal wells for production and cement squeezes. 

Other ideal applications include shallow perforating 

and perforating production casing without damage to 

surface casing. energyfrs.com

Emulsifers for drilling fuids
Ingevity has released its new EnvaMul emulsifer 

product line. Based on fatty acid chemistry, EnvaMul 

emulsifers are designed for oil-based muds in drilling 

applications where cost is the primary driver, according 

to a product announcement. The EnvaMul line of emul-

sifers perform well in regard to fuid loss, rheology, 

electrical stability and solids control in a variety of mud 

systems. ingevity.com

Dust control technology minimizes silica  
dust generation
ArrMaz’s SandTec, a silica frack sand coating technology, 

reduces respirable silica dust generated during hydraulic 

fracturing by up to 99%, a press release stated. Recently 

the Occupational Safety and Health Administration 

(OSHA) issued a fnal rule requiring industries that 

generate respirable silica dust to reduce the amount of 

silica dust their employees are exposed to by 50% within 

fve years. ArrMaz already is helping hydraulic fracturing 

operations quickly and easily meet the new silica dust 

The Gator Multi-Use Perforating System uses a proprietary  

hydromechanical design to perforate casing effciently and 

effectively without explosives. (Source: Energy Fishing & Rental)
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exposure limit with SandTec, which applies a microscopic 

coating to frack sand proppant to control and minimize 

silica dust generation whenever and wherever proppant 

is transferred. “SandTec provides continuous protection 

from silica dust starting from the sand mine all the way to 

the hydraulic fracturing wellhead. It is easy to apply with 

no drying or curing required and is biorenewable and bio-

degradeable, addressing environmental concerns. Field 

results show it is effective in reducing silica dust to within 

OSHA’s new exposure limit,” said John Suldickas, com-

mercial manager for oil and gas at ArrMaz. arrmaz.com

Mobile digital charting system performs  
pressure tests
Braeden Engineering and Consulting LLC has released its 

new Digital Charting System 1200 series (DCS-1200). The 

DCS-1200 records and charts data collected from various 

types of sensors and performs tests based on parameters 

input by the user. While this technology has a multitude 

of uses including measuring temperature, torque, pH and 

more, its initial primary function is performing pressure 

tests. The DCS-1200 allows users to record, test and view 

data in real time or remotely. The DCS-1200 package 

includes a 12.1-in. touch panel PC equipped with Win-

dows 7 Prof OS and the company’s customizable user-

friendly charting software capable of displaying multiple 

charts with multiple pens and simultaneously running 

tests based on parameters set by the user. braedenengr.com

Enhanced H2S removal additive for oil, gas
BWA Water Additives has released Bellascavenger 70HS, a 

patent-pending polymer-based solution designed to help 

enhance the removal of H2S, mercaptan and other impu-

rities from hydrocarbon streams present in the vapor 

phase of oil and gas production, a product announce-

ment stated. “Field trials show that using Bellascavenger 

70HS with triazine to remove H2S enhances the longevity 

of the chemical program in applications like bubble 

towers,” said George Nagle, director of marketing, BWA 

Water Additives. Bellascavenger 70HS reduces cost by at 

least 33%, reduces overall chemical consumption and 

increases feld safety, Nagle said. wateradditives.com

Hybrid laser analyzer for continuous  
gas analysis
Emerson has released the Rosemount CT5100 contin-

uous gas analyzer, the world’s only hybrid analyzer to 

combine Tunable Diode Laser and Quantum Cascade 

Laser measurement technologies for process gas analysis 

and emissions monitoring, a press release stated. The 

CT5100 is the latest offering in the Emerson CT5000 

series, providing a comprehensive analysis. It can detect 

down to sub-ppm levels for a range of components. The 

CT5100 can measure up to 12 critical component gases 

and potential pollutants simultaneously within a single 

system—meeting local, state, national and international 

regulatory requirements.

The DCS-1200 records and charts data collected from various 

types of sensors and performs tests based on parameters input 

by the user. (Source: Braeden Engineering and Consulting LLC)

The CT5100 can measure up to 12 critical component gases 

and potential pollutants simultaneously within a single system. 

(Source: Emerson)
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The CT5100 operates reliably with no consumables, no 
infi eld enclosure and a simplifi ed sampling system that 
does not require any gas conditioning to remove mois-
ture. The new gas analyzer is designed for process gas 
analysis, continuous emissions monitoring and ammonia 
slip applications. The CT5100’s “laser chirp” technique 
expands gas analysis in both the near- and mid-infrared 
range, enhancing process insight, improving overall gas 
analysis sensitivity and selectivity, removing cross interfer-
ence, and reducing response time. The laser chirp tech-
nique produces sharp, well-defi ned peaks from high-res-
olution spectroscopy that enable specifi city of identifi ed 
components with minimum interference and without 
fi ltration, reference cells or chemometric manipulations. 
EmersonProcess.com/GasAnalysis/QCL

Corrosion protection reduces 
manufacturing costs
In the case of VpCI-371, Cortec’s protection rivals the 

corrosion resistance of stainless steel while signifi cantly 

reducing material costs, a press release stated. VpCI-371 is 

a high-temperature aluminum solvent-borne silicone coat-

ing that provides corrosion resistance on metal substrates. 

It will dry tack-free to 5B hardness in about 20 minutes 

at room temperature and will achieve 9H hardness after 

heating. The coating is designed for applications that will 

reach high temperatures because the coating is heat-stable 

to 649 C (1,200 F) with prolonged heat resistance from 

204 C (400 F) to 649 C. corteccoatings.com

Offshore vessel database provides 
valuations, GIS mapping service
VesselsValue has released VV Offshore, which provides 

daily valuations for offshore support vessels as well as full 

GIS mapping services, showing LNG and oil terminals, 

wells, platforms, pipelines, gas fi elds, windfarms, and 

licenses overlaid on top of the company’s traditional deep-

sea AIS mapping showing the movement of tanker and 

offshore support vessels. It is believed to be the only ser-

vice available that combines offshore vessel search, track-

ing and valuation with oil and gas structure location. The 

offshore vessel database was created by a team that spent 

12 months prior to the launch of VV Offshore researching 

the offshore fl eet. Every asset specifi cation is validated by 

the team using owner websites and comparing to other 

readily available sources. This includes identifying the 

ship types and the particular individual specifi cations that 

are important for each type. The next stage of develop-

ment was to value the offshore vessels on the database by 

scoring the features of the vessels. The values are checked 

against known sales and independent broker valuations 

and constantly updated. As well as giving instant valuations 

and the modules listed above, VV Offshore contains a GIS 

database of offshore structures. The multilevel GIS map-

ping displays the position of oil and gas installations rela-

tive to the AIS position of any vessel in VV Offshore. The 

infrastructure data include oil and gas fi elds, platforms, 

wells, pipelines and terminals, and licenses. vesselsvalue.com

Portable vacuum lifting system a safer 
alternative to manual lifting 

The new PS 1 portable vacuum lifting system from Vacu-

worx is a cordless tool that offers a portable design, 

rechargeable battery with eight-hour run time and rugged 

lightweight construction and has up to a 2,200-lb lift capac-

ity, according to a product announcement. The PS 1 can 

be used for smaller lifting challenges that come up daily on 

job sites. The patent-pending portable lifter makes light 

work out of lifting heavy pieces of concrete, marble, gran-

ite, metal, steel and iron. Because it is powered by a 12-v 

rechargeable battery, the PS 1 is ideal for applications 

where no power source is available or where no emissions 

are permitted. Weighing just 25 lb, the “suitcase” lifter can 

be used indoors or outdoors. vacuworx.com 

Please submit your company’s updates related to new technol-

ogy products and services to Ariana Benavidez at abenavidez@

hartenergy.com. 

The PS 1 has a rugged lightweight construction and up to a 

2,200-lb lift capacity. (Source: Vacuworx)
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1 Brazil

Operator Repsol completed #1A 

Gávea in Brazil’s ultradeep presalt 

Block BM-C-33 in the Campos Basin. 

The well hit a hydrocarbon column 

of 175 m (574 ft) in a good-quality 

reservoir of silicifed carbonates of 

Macabu. It was drilled to 6,230 m 

(20,440 ft) and was tested on a 32⁄64-

in. choke fowing 453,069 cu. m (16 

MMcf) of gas and 4 Mbbl/d of oil. 

This is the fourth appraisal well in 

the license, which comprises the Seat, 

Gávea and Pão de Açúcar discover-

ies. The #1A Gávea completes the 

appraisal drilling and testing in BM-C-

33, and Repsol will now evaluate the 

subsurface data and assess develop-

ment concepts. Repsol owns 35% of 

BM-C-33 with partners Statoil, 35%, 

and Petrobras, 30%. In third-quarter 

2016 Statoil will take over as operator 

of the license.

2 Senegal

A new offshore Senegal gas feld dis-

covery was announced by Kosmos 

Energy at exploration well #1-Teran-

gal in the Cayar Offshore Profond 

Block. The well was drilled in about 

1,800 m (5,905 ft) of water to 4,485 

m (14,714 ft) and hit 31 m (102 ft) 

of net gas pay in good-quality reser-

voir in Lower Cenomanian. Accord-

ing to the company, results confrm 

that an inboard gas fairway extends 

about 200 km (124 miles) from 

#1-Marsouin in Mauritania through 

the Greater Tortue area on the 

maritime boundary to #1-Teranga 

in Senegal. The estimated gross 

P-mean resource is about 707 Bcm 

(25 Tcf), and the company esti-

mates the fairway might hold more 

than 1.4 Tcm (50 Tcf) of resource 

potential. Kosmos holds a 60% 

interest in #1-Teranga with Timis 

Corp. Ltd., 30%, and Societe des 

Petroles du Senegal, 10%.

 
3 Ireland

Providence Resources has con-

frmed that the Druid and Drom-

beg prospects in Ireland’s Celtic Sea 

could hold total cumulative in-place 

unrisked prospective resources of 

5 Bbbl of oil. Prospective resource 

research indicates that both pros-

pects in Ireland’s FEL214 permit 

area could be evaluated with a sin-

gle vertical exploration well. Seismic 

interpretation indicates two large 

stacked deepwater fan systems with 

highly porous light oil-bearing sand-

stone reservoir systems. The Druid 

and Drombeg prospects are in Block 

FEL2/14 in 2,500 m (8,202 ft) of 

water. The block is operated by Prov-

idence with 80% interest in partner-

ship with Sosina Exploration, holding 

the remaining 20%.

4 Italy

Sound Energy Plc has received 

permission from Italy’s Ministry of 

Economic Development to drill an 

exploration well on the Badile Pros-

pect. The prospect is on the Badile 

Block in the Po Valley of Lombardy, 

Italy. The Badile Prospect is the  com-

pany’s largest and most strategic 

asset. According to the company, an 

independent best-case estimate of 

unrisked gas is 5 Tcm (178 Tcfe). 

Sound Energy is the operator of the 

Badile Block with 100% interest.

5 Côte d’Ivoire

Anadarko Petroleum Corp. has struck 

light oil at exploration/appraisal well 

#5A-Paon in offshore Côte d’Ivoire 

Block CI-103 in the Gulf of Guinea. 

According to the company, the dis-

covery was drilled in about 2,366 m 

(7,762 ft) of water and hit 30 m (100 

ft) of net vertical pay. Total depth was 

about 5,090 m (16,699 ft). In 2012 the 

company’s #1-Paon discovery proved 

the Upper Cretaceous fan system in 

offshore Ghana extended into Côte 

d’Ivoire waters. Anadarko plans to 

drill sidetrack #3AR-Paon-3AR and 

perform drillstem and interference 

testing to determine reservoir connec-

tivity, fuid properties and reservoir 

size. The rig will be moved to drill 

the Pelican exploration well in Block 

CI-527 and the Rossignol exploration 

well in Block CI-528. Anadarko owns 

an operated working interest in four 

blocks offshore Côte D’Ivoire total-

ing about 1 million gross acres. The 

CI-103 Block is operated by Anadarko 

with a 65% working interest. The 

company has 90% working interest in 

blocks CI-527, CI-528 and CI-529. The 

remaining interest is held by Petroci, 

the national oil company.

6 Angola

Sonangol announced additional 

results from an exploratory test in the 

Kwanza Basin in offshore Angola’s 

Block 20/15. Exploration well #1-Lon-

tra confirmed commercially viable 

reserves of about 70.7 Bcm (2.5 Tcf) 

of gas and 139 MMbbl of condensate. 

The venture was drilled in 1,500 m 

(4,921 ft) of water and was drilled to 

4,195 m (13,763 ft) and hit about 75 

m (246 ft) of net pay in a high-quality 

reservoir section. Additional testing 

is planned. Sonangol is the operator 

of Block 20/15 and #1-Lontral with 

100% interest.

7 Angola

Cobalt International Energy Inc. 

announced an offshore Angola 

condensate and gas discovery at 

#1-Zalophus, a presalt exploration 

well and the third discovery on 

Block 20. After completion, the rig 

will be moved to work on another 

presalt exploratory, #1-Golfnho in 

the same block: Analysis of the Golf-

inho well results indicates potential 
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for another large mound feature 

with Cameia-like f uid and reservoir 

properties. Cobalt is the operator of 

Block 20 and the #1-Zalophus and 

#1-Golf nho wells with 40% inter-

est in partnership with Sonangol 

holding 30% and BP holding the 

remaining 30%.

8 Kenya

Tullow Oil Plc announced results 

from its ongoing assessment of the 

South Lokichar appraisal program 

in Kenya. The assessment indicates 

that there are up to 750 MMbbl of 

recoverable resources with further 

exploration potential of 1 Bbbl. 

The company intends to continue 

exploration in the Turkana Rift 

Basin to consolidate its recoverable 

oil before beginning oil exporting as 

planned in 2017. To date, nine dis-

coveries have been made, including 

#1-Cheptuket in Block 12A. Previ-

ous discoveries include f nds on the 

Etuko, Ewoi and Ekunyuk prospects 

in blocks 10BB and 13T. Tullow is 

the operator of Block 12A with 40% 

interest in partnership with Delonex 

Energy with 40% and Africa Oil 

Corp. with 20%.

9 Australia

Empire Oil and Gas NL has com-

pleted testing operations at its 100% 

owned #1-Red Gully North discov-

ery in Australia’s Perth Basin Block 

EP389. The well was tested over three 

intervals within the gas-bearing Cat-

tamarra C and D sands, which were 

interpreted to be gas-bearing. Testing 

at Cattamarra C interval f owed 1,897 

cu. m (67 Mcf) of gas and 15 bbl of 

condensate with 895 bbl of water 

during a 20-hr period. A separate test 

of the upper zone of Cattamarra D 

Sand was conducted using nitrogen lift 

and f owed 1,113 cu. m (39.3 Mcf) of 

gas and 121 bbl/d of condensate. The 

well is currently shut in to obtain down-

hole pressure from the Upper D Sand. 

10 Papua New Guinea

Repsol is underway at a wildcat in the 

Highlands Block PRL269 in Papua New 

Guinea. The #2-Strickland is west of 

Juna Field, and the venture’s objective 

is to test for hydrocarbons in a Darai 

Limestone reservoir. The onshore ven-

ture will test a four-way dip closed anti-

clinal trap. The planned depth is 890 m 

(2,920 ft). Repsol is the operator of 

PRL269 and #2-Strickland with 50% 

interest in partnership with Barracuda 

Ltd. (30%), Oil Search (10%) and Dia-

mond Gas Foreland (10%).
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MOVE

PEOPLE

Pedro Parente has formally taken 

offce as Petrobras CEO succeed-

ing Aldemir Bendine, who resigned 

in May.

The Energy Industries 

Council appointed Stuart 

Broadley CEO. 

Occidental Petroleum Corp. named 

Vicki A. Hollub president and CEO 

succeeding Stephen I. Chazen, who 

stepped down as CEO.

Pioneer Natural Resources Co. 

announced that Scott D. Shef-

feld will retire as CEO effective  

Dec. 31, 2016. Pioneer’s president 

and COO Timothy L. Dove will  

succeed Sheffeld as president and 

CEO upon his retirement.

IHS and Markit announced IHS 

Markit senior executive leadership 

appointments, which will be effec-

tive upon completion of the pro-

posed merger transaction (expected 

to close in second-half 2016). Jerre 

Stead, IHS chairman and CEO, will 

assume the role of chairman of the 

board of directors and CEO of IHS 

Markit. Lance Uggla, chairman and 

CEO of Markit, will be president and 

a member of the board of directors 

of IHS Markit. Daniel Yergin, vice 

chairman of IHS, will become vice 

chairman of IHS Markit, and Todd 

Hyatt, executive vice president and 

CFO for IHS, will become executive 

vice president and CFO for IHS 

Markit. Randy Harvey, currently 

senior vice president and CTO for 

IHS, will become executive vice pres-

ident and CTO for IHS Markit. 

Rangeford Resources Inc.  

appointed Marc L. Duncan  

president and COO. 

DownUnder GeoSolutions 

named Christopher Davin 

COO. 

Concho Resources Inc. announced 

that Darin G. Holderness, the 

senior vice president, CFO and  

treasurer, will retire from the 

company in January 2017. Jack F. 

Harper, who is currently executive 

vice president, has assumed the 

additional roles of CFO and trea-

surer, effective immediately.

Global Maritime Con-

sultancy & Engineering 

appointed Mikal Grure Eie 

regional manager for Nor-

way and Anna Keen (left) regional 

manager for the Asia-Pacifc region. 

AccessESP selected Anwar 

Assal as the Middle East 

and North Africa region 

manager. 

ACE Winches appointed 

Chris Waller engineering 

manager. 

Dynamic Industries Saudi Arabia 

Ltd. named Saleh Al-Jewair opera-

tions manager.

Wood Group named Ray-

mond (Ray) Schlaff senior 

vice president and chief 

procurement offcer. 

SIMMONS EDECO 

appointed Gavin Sher-

wood to the newly created 

position of business devel-

opment manager for SIMMONS 

EDECO Europe Ltd. 

Dr. Alexander Horch 

became new head of devel-

opment at HIMA Paul Hil-

debrandt GmbH. 

Ikon Science named Julio Gomez 

vice president global sales.

Hoover Container Solu-

tions Norway AS appointed 

Tor Olav Schibevaag (left) 

managing director for 

Europe and Kjetil Skaaren as gen-

eral manager for Norway. 

Arthur Weglein, a University of Hous-

ton physicist, will receive the Society of 

Exploration Geophysicists 2016 Mau-

rice Ewing Gold Medal in recognition 

of his work on inverse scattering series 

and his writing and teaching.

The Industry Technology 

Facilitator appointed Rich-

ard Luff to its board as a 

nonexecutive director. 

MTS Houston reported the death of 

two valued MTS members/support-

ers and contributors to the offshore 

industry. James H. Stasny passed away 

May 27 in College Station after a 

lengthy illness, and Dr. Lee Ott died 

unexpectedly in his sleep June 1. 

COMPANIES

Schlumberger acquired Omron 

Oilfeld and Marine Inc. and France-

based Saltel Industries in June. 

Tenaris has begun operations at its 

new Rig Direct Academy, a training 

Tenaris opened a new testing and training 

center in Veracruz, Mexico. (Source: Tenaris)
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and testing center located in Veracruz, 

Mexico. The test rig facility will allow cus-

tomers from around the world to witness 

how Tenaris products perform in differ-

ent applications. 

Chet Morrison Contractors is now certi-

fed as a licensed inspection and repair 

service provider for GE Oil and Gas. 

Specifcally, the company’s Deepwater 

Riser Services facility in Houma is qual-

ifed for disassembly, inspection and 

repair of GE Oil & Gas marine drilling 

risers. It is one of only two such facilities 

in the state of Louisiana.

Fugro opened a new training enter in 

the Middle East. The new Fugro Acad-

emy Training Centre comprises three 

training suites, an engineering work-

shop, a simulation suite, a seven-func-

tion manipulator trainer and offces. 

Paradigm opened a Seismic Center of 

Excellence in Mumbai, India.  The cen-

ter will be dedicated to dealing with the 

challenges associated with processing, 

imaging, interpreting and modeling of 

multiline 2-D seismic surveys.

CORTEC, a manufacturer of high-quality 

API compact ball valves and manifolds, has 

expanded its CORTEC Manifold Systems 

Lafayette manufacturing facility and relo-

cated to new premises in Port Allen, La. 

Saudi Aramco signed a memorandum 

of understanding with GE and Cividale 

SpA of Italy to build the Middle East 

and North Africa’s frst-of-its-kind high-

end forging and casting manufacturing 

facility that will serve the region’s mar-

itime and energy industries. The new 

facility is set to be operational in 2020.

The Visa Co., which launched its ser-

vices to the oil and gas industry six 

months ago, is targeting global expan-

sion and considering additional loca-

tions in the Middle East and Far East 

with a view to opening an international 

site within the next six months.

Airswift has formed a bespoke executive 

search frm, Ducatus Partners. The new 

company will operate independently of 

Airswift, delivering executive search, mar-

ket intelligence and related consultancy to 

clients across the energy value chain.
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last
WORD

Keith Sampson, SRP Environmental LLC

O
il rig counts continue to plummet as oil and natural 

gas prices have fallen over the past two years. While 

the price at the gas pump is great for the consumer, any-

one associated with the oil and gas industry knows that 

cheap gas is not always desired. Layoffs and company 

bankruptcies paint a bleak picture for oil and gas employ-

ees as companies struggle with low production returns. 

With more than 20 years of experience, SRP 

Environmental LLC has seen clients thrive in favorable 

market conditions and then disappear when an industry 

downturn occurs. 

During poor industry conditions, 

many companies reduce safety 

training and safety-related services 

or attempt to move all safety ser-

vices in-house when they need to 

cut costs. The question that needs 

to be asked is, “Why sacrifce the 

quality of safety?”

With companies making those 

decisions, SRP safety consultants 

often see that employees will fall 

behind in compliance training. 

The Occupational Safety and 

Health Administration (OSHA) requires annual com-

pliance training, and if employees are not meeting the 

regulatory requirements, the company could face thou-

sands of dollars in fnes. As such, short-term savings 

ultimately end up costing the frm substantially more in 

the long term. 

The biggest mistake that most companies make is 

electing to reduce new-hire and refresher training. 

Combining topics to cut class time and skimming over 

the content might be a favorable cost-cutting strategy; 

however, lack of proper safety training leads to more 

incidents and days of work lost, which means lower 

productivity. Safeland/Safegulf accredited training is 

mandatory for all employees who enter oil and gas sites. 

While these courses cover an overview of safety topics, 

they are intended to provide an equal level of HSE 

training in conjunction with new hire orientation and 

mandatory compliance training.

Another scenario is that small- to medium-sized com-

panies decide to move all safety services in-house and 

designate one person as the health and safety manager. 

Writing safety plans, reporting injuries, logging expo-

sure hours and incidents, hosting safety meetings and 

staying up to date on Environmental Protection Agency 

and OSHA regulation changes are only a few tasks these 

managers are faced with. Designated HSE managers 

are plant managers or operations managers tasked with 

in-house safety services. While they might be compe-

tent at their job, being an effective safety manager and 

trainer is not always a strength. Maintaining satisfactory 

client grades within databases like 

ISNetworld become a daunting 

task. If grades are not kept to satis-

factory levels, a client will not allow 

a company to perform work.

There are alternatives to the sce-

narios listed above. Virtual training 

or computer-based training can 

cut employee expenses and travel 

costs. This also can come in handy 

if a company has employees in mul-

tiple locations trying to obtain the 

same training. Another option is to 

schedule a certifed safety trainer to cover a specifc topic 

at monthly safety meetings. 

More in-depth topics like frst aid/CPR or hazard com-

munication might require additional time. If only three 

or four employees need to be trained, ask about joining 

a class with other companies. 

As a closing thought, it is the responsibility of the 

employer to provide a safe work environment for 

employees. Making decisions that negatively affect the 

quality of safety training and development is a disser-

vice to employees. It is critical that HSE managers eval-

uate safety training and the overall health and safety 

program with a knowledgeable safety consultant. 

Chances are they will be able to help come up with a 

solution that will ft the company budget while main-

taining the quality of safety.  

Consult with a safety professional 
before cutting training costs  
Sacrifcing the quality of safety will ultimately cost companies more in the long term.

The biggest mistake 
that most  

companies make  
is electing  

to reduce new-hire  
and refresher training.
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